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Abstract:
Soybean protein concentrate (SPC) modified with condensed mimosa tannin (CT) were employed as eco-friendly and
formaldehyde-free adhesives for glued-wood joints. Eucalyptus grandis wood boards free of knots and cracks were used
as substrate. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showed that tannin provided higher thermal stability to the adhesive, which
allowed expanding the temperature range for hot pressing. Apparent viscosity and dynamic contact angle were measured
to evaluate the influence of tannin content on rheological behaviour and the wettability process. A classic shear-thinning
behaviour was observed for all the adhesives. Apparent viscosity and equilibrium contact angle reached a maximum value
for low CT content. This effect was attributed to the existence of associative interactions between CT and SPC. Bonding
quality parameters (wood failure percentage and shear strength) of the glued-wood joints were measured according to
EN 302-1:2004 standard. SPC adhesive modified with 1 % w/w CT showed the best performance in dry conditions. These
adhesives were suitable for glued-wood joints for indoor environments.
Keywords: soybean protein concentrate; mimosa tannin; rheology properties; wettability; shear strength.
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1. Introduction
Over the last decades, significant efforts have been made
for the development of environmentally sound adhesives
as alternatives to the formaldehyde-based glues widely
applied in the wood-based materials industry (Nordqvist
et al., 2013; Khosravi et al., 2015). Unfortunately, synthetic
adhesives come from petrochemical sources and most
of them have formaldehyde in their formulations, which
has been classified in 2004 as carcinogenic class I by
the International Agency for Research of Cancer (IARC)
and more recently, in 2016 the European Union has recategorized formaldehyde as carcinogen class 1 B (Solt
et al., 2019, Jang & Li, 2015).
Proteins have a long tradition as wood adhesives and
have been subjected to a significant amount of research
due to their low toxicity, in addition to its availability at
large scale as by-products of other industries (Khosravi
et al., 2015). Several protein-based adhesives have been
reported, such as soy protein (Mo et al., 2003; Ciannamea
et al.,2012; Chalapud et al., 2020, Nicolao et al., 2020),
wheat protein (Nordqvist et al., 2013), cow blood (Lin &
Gunasekaran, 2010), among others.
Soy proteins are being used as adhesives because they
comply with the above-mentioned advantages of proteins:

low cost, easy handling, low pressing temperature, and
good ability to bond wood (Jang & Li, 2015). Accordingly,
soybean proteins are good alternatives, particularly in
Argentina, that is one of the largest producers of soybeans
in the world (FAO, 2019). Soy proteins a commercially
available under different grades depending on the protein
content, including defatted soy flour (SF, ~50 % w/w
protein), soy protein isolates (SPI ~90 % w/w protein) and
soy protein concentrate (SPC ~65–70 % w/w proteins)
(Ciannamea et al., 2010), which is economically more
favourable than SPI (i.e., $2.05/kg for SPC vs $2.70/kg
for SPI) (Hojilla-Evangelista, 2010; Song et al., 2011) and
performs similarly (Ciannamea et al., 2010).
Although the great potential of SPC for adhesives,
improvements in moisture resistance is mandatory to
gain industrial uses. Grafting and crosslinking have
been reported as some of the main strategies to improve
protein stability in humid environments (Damodaran &
Zhu, 2016; Ciannamea et al., 2012, Ghahri et al., 2021).
Condensed tannins (CT), extracted from agroforestry
sources as oligomers or polymers of flavonoids (Liu et al.,
2017), have the ability of interact with a variety of proteins
through covalent, hydrogen, ionic and hydrophobic
bonding (Peña et al., 2010; de Freitas & Mateus, 2012).
Several works report improvements in adhesion properties
of protein-based adhesives by adding tannins (Ping et al.,
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2012; Ozdal et al., 2013; Ghahri et al., 2017; Liu et al.,
2017; Ghahri et al., 2021). The control of tannin/protein
ratio, which in turn determines tannin/protein interactions,
is crucial for the formation of tannin/protein aggregates
and gels, responsible for the rheological and mechanical
properties of the adhesives (de Freitas et al., 2012).
In this context, the aim of this research was to evaluate the
rheological behaviour, the wettability and wood bonding
performance of aqueous adhesive based on soy protein
concentrate (SPC) and condensed mimosa tannin (CT).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Soybean protein concentrate (SPC, Solcom S 110;
Isoelectric point (Ip) = 4.5), containing 7 % moisture,
69 % protein, 1 % fat, 3 % fibres, 5 % ash and about
15 % non-starch polysaccharides (mainly cellulose, non
cellulose polymers and pectin polysaccharides) as mean
composition and has an average particle size that could
pass through a 100 mesh, was supplied by Cordis SA
(Buenos Aires, Argentina). Condensed mimosa tannin
extract (CT) was purchased from SETA (Brasil). Sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) and all chemical reagents (p.a. grade),
were provided by Anedra (San Fernando, Argentina).
26-year-old Eucalyptus grandis trees grown in Concordia,
Entre Ríos (Argentina), were supplied by Aserradero
Ubajay. Boards with a cross section of 5 mm x 150 mm
were obtained from wooden log according to the scheme
shown in Fig. 1. Test samples were carefully inspected
and selected avoiding major defects such as knots or
cracks.

10 % w/w on SPC dry basis) into the SPC slurry. Adhesives
were named as XCT-SPC, where X correspond to CT
concentration (w/w SPC).

2.3. Adhesive characterization
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a
Shimadzu 50 (Shimadzu Corp., Japan) thermal analyser.
Temperature was raised from 25 °C to 600 °C, at a
heating rate of 10 °C/min and under nitrogen atmosphere
(20 mL/min), to avoid thermo-oxidative degradation.
Thermal parameters such as the onset of the degradation
process at 5 % of conversion of the main weight loss
step (T5), the temperature of the maximum degradation
rate (Tmax) and the residue 600 °C (R600) were taken
from the experimental curves. Viscosity measurements
were performed using a rheometer (Anton Paar MCR
301, Graz, Austria), with a plate and cone geometry at
20 ± 0.2 °C, over a shear rate range of 0-100 s-1.

2.4. SPC adhesive bonding performance on
wood
2.4.1. Determinations on wood
Wood board (150×150×5 mm3) were sanded on one
face along the fibre direction with a 600-grit sandpaper in
order to get a uniform roughness. Roughness (Ra) was
measured with a Taylor Hobson (Surtronic 3+ Model)
roughness tester (Japan). Wood board surface were
divided in eight areas in order to measure the roughness.
The tracing length in each area was 4 mm. Finally, wood
boards were stored in an environmental chamber at
20 ± 2 °C and 65 ± 5 % relative humidity for 7 days before
testing.
Dynamic contact angle determinations were carried out
using a Standard Goniometer Model 250 (Succasunna,
NJ, USA). A 5 µL drop of adhesive was placed over the
surface of a wood board (roughness between 6.10 and
6.20 µm). The image of the drop was captured by a video
camera from 0 to 120 s every 5 s and the angle was
determined by using an image analysis software. All tests
were carried out at 25 ± 2 °C. Reported values are the
average of five replicates for each formulation.
2.4.2. G
 lued-wood joints preparation and
characterization

Figure 1: Boards obtained from wooden log. L, R and T indicate
the longitudinal, radial and tangential directions, respectively.

2.2. Adhesive preparation
All adhesive dispersions were prepared as described in
our previous works (Leiva et al., 2007; Ciannamea et al.,
2010; Ciannamea et al., 2012). For it, alkali-modified
soybean protein concentrate adhesive was prepared
by dispersing SPC (10 g) in 0.2 % w/w NaOH solution
(100 mL) under constant stirring at 500 rpm for 2 h at
25 ± 2 °C (Cole-Parmer IL, USA). Condensed tanninmodified SPC adhesives (CT-SPC), were obtained
similarly by adding different CT amount (0, 1, 5, and
2

SPC-based adhesives were evaluated in terms of their
ability to bond two wood surfaces. Preconditioned
wood samples with surface roughness in the range of
6.10-6.20 were selected. Adhesives were applied to one
side of each board at a spreading rate of 2.5 mg/cm2
(dry adhesive basis). The two glued-wood board were
stacked together and hot-pressed (EMS, Buenos Aires,
Argentina) at 140 ± 2 °C for 10 min at 1.2 MPa. After
that, all samples were conditioned in an environmental
chamber at 20 ± 2 °C and 65 ± 5 % relative humidity for
7 days.
Glued quality was evaluated measuring the shear strength
and wood failure percentage according to EN 302-1:2004
standard with a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min (Instron
Testing Machine 4467, England). Samples were subjected
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to three different environments treatments before testing:
A1, preconditioned 7 days in an environmental chamber
at 20 ± 2 °C and 65 ± 5 % RH; A2, similar to A1 followed
by soaking in distillate water at 20 ± 2 °C for 4 days; A3,
similar to A2 followed by storing at 20 ± 2 °C and 65 ± 5 %
RH for 7 days. Reported values were the average of
ten measurements. Experimental mechanical data
were statistically analysed using the one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) along with Tukey’s tests at 95 %
confidence interval (a = 0.05)

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Thermal stability
The thermal stability of CT-SPC adhesives was analysed
from normalized weight loss curves and their derivatives
(Fig. 2). Calculated thermal parameters (T5, Tmax, R600)
are listed in Table 1. The thermal decomposition of
control SPC occurred in two stages; the first one in the
range of 25-150 °C corresponding to the evaporation of
residual moisture and the second one, from 150–600 °C
was related to the random cleavage of peptide bonds
in the protein backbone, resulting in smaller peptides
(Ghahri et al., 2017, 2018). The final residue was about
32%. The inclusion of increasing CT shifted T5 and Tmax
toward higher values (Table 1) because protein-CT
interactions as well as the chemical ring-fused structure

80
60

Table 1: Thermal properties of CT-SPC adhesives.
Adhesive

T5 (°C)

Tmax (°C)

R600 (% w/w)

0CT-SPC
1CT-SPC
5CT-SPC
10CT-SPC

67

300

32

69

302

35

68

303

34

73

307

39

3.2. Rheological behavior
The ability of SPC–based adhesives to wet, flow over
and penetrate into the substrate without losing the
adhesiveness is a key requisite to achieve a proper bond
result (Ciannamea et al., 2012). These factors are directly
dependent on the viscosity of adhesive and Eucalyptus
microstructure. Lumen size, pit frequency, vessels
size, occlusions by extractives or tyloses, and physical
properties such as density and moisture content affect the
glued quality (Hunt et al., 2018). Low viscosity–adhesives
can excessively penetrate into substrate and reduce the
amount of adhesive in the glue line. Conversely, a very
high viscosity generates a poor penetration rate into
substrate and therefore its ability to generate mechanical
interlocking is less favoured (Nordqvist et al., 2013,
Ciannamea et al., 2012, 2017). Representative viscosity
curves of CT-SPC based adhesives are depicted in
Fig. 3. A classic shear-thinning behaviour was record for
all adhesives (viscosity starts to decrease immediately
as shear rate increase), confirming the observations
reported by other authors for different soybean proteinbased adhesives (Wang et al., 2007; Ciannamea et al.,
2012; de Freitas et al., 2012).
100

40
20
0

10

(Pa.s)

Residual mass (%)

100

of CT provides higher thermal resistance (Ghahri et al.,
2018). The carbonaceous residue also increased with CT
(Table 1) confirming the stabilizing effect of CT.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600
T (ºC)

1
0,1
0,01
0

20

40

60

80

100

dm/dT (%/oC)

. (s-1)

Figure 3: Viscosity as function of shear rate of soy bean adhesives. 0CT-SPC (solid line), 1CT-SPC (dash line), 5CT-SPC
(dot line), 10CT-SPC (dash-dot line)

This rheological behaviour can be adequately expressed
by the Herscher-Bulkley model (Wang et al., 2007):
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600

τ=τ0+K·(·γn )(1)

T (oC)
Figure 2: TGA/DTG curves of CT- SPC adhesives. 0CT-SPC
(solid line), 1CT-SPC (dashed line), 5CT-SPC (dot line), 10CTSPC (dash-dot line).

where τ is the shear stress (Pa); γ· the shear rate (s-1); n
is the flow behaviour index and K is the consistency index
(Pa sn). The values of n and K were obtained from plots
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of log (τ-τo) vs log γ· . The τo value was obtained using the
Casson equation:

τ =

τ0 +

.

(μ C . γ ) (2)

where µc is the Casson viscosity (Hagenimana et al.,
2007).
The values of τo, n, and K obtained applying Eq. 1 and
2 are summarized in Table 2. The flow behavior index
varied from 0.64 to 0.69 indicating a pseudoplastic
behaviour (n < 1). K τo, and apparent viscosity varied
with CT content showing the highest values for 1CT-SPC
formulation.

wooden surface is shown in Fig. 4. 1CT-ASPC adhesive
formulation was impossible to evaluate due to their very
high τo. This condition did not allow the drop to self-form
on the wood surface; however, this did not prevent the
adhesive from spreading on the surface by mechanical
action. For 0CT-SPC, 5CTSPC and 10CTSPC adhesives,
θD decreased abruptly during the first 20 s to reaching a
stable value up to the end of the test (~60 s) (Fig. 4).
S-D model (Xu et al., 2012) was used to predict the
penetration and spreading rate at a particular moment in
time.

θD =

Table 2: Rheological properties of CT-SPC adhesives.
τo (Pa)

n

K (Pa·sn)

0CT-SPC

0.71

0.64

0.18

1CT-SPC
5CT-SPC
10CT-SPC

17.29
3.16
0.88

0.53
0.58
0.69

1.85
0.91
0.14

Adhesive

θ i + ( θe − θi ) exp S (

θe
θe − θi

) t (3)

where θi is the initial contact angle, θe equilibrium contact
angle and S the spreading/penetration parameter.

This formulation displayed rheological parameters (τo
and K) one order of magnitude higher than the control
(see Table 2). In addition, the hight τo value for 1CT-SPC
adhesive have also technological implications because
it avoids the excessive losses by blasting during the
colocation on the wood substrate. As the tannin content
increased, τo, K decreased showing for the 10CT-SPC
adhesive, similar rheological properties to the control
adhesive. This behaviour would be associate with
the different interactions that can occur between CT
and SPC in solution. In the formulated adhesive under
alkaline conditions, SPC and CT can interact by means
of ionic interaction and hydrophobic effects (de Freitas
et al., 2012). Recently, Ghahri et al. (2021) verified
the occurrence of ionic and covalent bonding between
soybean protein and condensed tannin even at ambient
temperature (Ghahri et al., 2021). Also, hydrogen
bonding can be established between the hydroxyl groups
of phenolic compounds and carbonyl and amide groups
of proteins while hydrophobic interactions can occur
between the benzenic ring of phenolic compounds and
the apolar side-chains of amino acids in proteins (Ozdal
et al., 2013). The rheological behavior depends on these
interactions, which are in turn a function of the relative
concentration of CT-SPC and the number of accessible
groups of both the protein chains and the carbohydrates
of SPC (Ozdal et al., 2013, Santos-Buelga and de Freitas,
2009).

3.3. Wettability
Dynamic contact angle (θD) of CT-SPC adhesives was
determined in order to analyse the wettability on wood
substrate. Since wood is a porous material, the wetting
process includes all the information on the contact angle
formation, spreading, and penetrating ability of adhesive.
Smaller angle contact represents better wettability and
adhesion because of an increment in the interaction
between adhesive and substrate (Aydin et al., 2007).
The variation of θD for different CT-SPC adhesives on
4

θi θe

Figure 4: Representative curves of θD versus time ( ) 0CTSPC, ( ) 5CT-SPC, ( ) 10CT-SPC, (lines) S-D model.

Table 3: Experimental θI and θe values and S parameter calculated from S-D model. Values followed by different letters are
significantly different (p < 0.05).
Parameter

0CT-SPC

5CT-SPC

10CT-SPC

θi
θe
S (s-1)
R2

85.7±6.0a

97.6±3.6b

45.1±4.2a
0.32±0.11a
0.98

61.3±7.4b
0.13±0.03b
0.95

94.4±4.2b
58.1±5.6b
0.16±0.05b
0.97

As seen in Fig. 4, experimental dynamic contact angle
values of CT-SPC adhesives were fitted according to Eq.
(3). The main parameters derived from contact angle are
summarized in Table 3. The greater the S value of adhesive
the faster its penetration and spreading ability on the
wood surface. No significant differences were observed
in S and θe in formulations containing 5 and 10 % w/w CT,
evidencing the influence of CT in spreading/penetration
ability of the adhesives
CT-SPC adhesives showed excellent dry (A1) and soakdry (A3) shear strength (Figure 4). All tested samples in
A1 and A3 condition presented a high percentage of wood
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cohesive failure similar to those reported by Piter et al,
(2007), using the same wood specie and urea-melamineformaldehyde adhesive. In wet conditions, the failure
occurred completely in the glue line (Fig. 5) regardless the
CT content. After wet treatment (A2 in Fig. 4) hydrogen
bond interactions between SPC/wood could be broken
down by water molecules, thus decreasing the adhesion
performance (Mo et al., 2011; Wang & Wu, 2012). For A3
where water was evaporated before testing, interactions
between SPC and wood surface seems to be recovered
and also improved, since better adhesion strength was
obtained as compared with A2 condition (Wang & Wu,
2012).
Dry, wet and soak shear strength showed the same
tendency with CT content (Fig. 4). Regardless the type
of treatment (A1, A2 or A3), shear strength displayed a
maximum for 1CT-SPC adhesive in terms of mean values.
For this formulation, dry, wet and soak shear strength
increased 25, 87 and 16 %, respectively as compared
to control SPC adhesive. The same trend was observed
in the wood failure percentage except for wet conditions
(A2), where the failure occurred fully in the adhesive
irrespective of CT content.

Shear Strenght (MPa)

30

0T-SPC
1T-SPC
5T-SPC
10T-SPC

25
20
15
10

(90%)
(70%) (70%)
(60%)

(80%)
(60%)

(60%)

(0%)
a

a

a

5
0

(0%)
(0%)

(0%)

b

b
a

A1

A2

c

a

(70%)
b

a

a

a

A3

Figure 5: Shear strength of CT-SPC adhesives with different
soaking treatments. Bars followed by different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05) (each type of treatment A1, A2, or
A3, was independently evaluated). Data between parentheses
indicate the average wood failure percentage.

As it was discussed above, 1CT-SPC adhesive
showed the highest initial viscosity, which defines the
impregnation degree (spreading and penetration into
the porous structure of the wood interface), achieving a

better bonding strength. Based on our results, 1CT-SPC
formulation combined the best properties (viscosity and
penetration/spreading rate) to obtain a good bonding
strength. An optimum penetration is needed to enhance
adhesion strength by developing an interactive zone at
the interface. Less penetration would limit the formation
of the three-dimensional zone at the interface. Too deep
or too much penetration would result in ‘dryout’ at the
interface (Cheng & Sun, 2006), resulting in reduced
adhesion strength as observed for adhesive formulations
with CT>1 % (w/w) and control (with lower viscosities).

4. Conclusions
The effect of tannin concentration on the performance of
Eucalyptus wood boards bonded with CT-SPC adhesives
was evaluated. The 1CT-SPC formulation showed
the more adequate values of viscosity and spreading/
penetration rate to reach the highest dry, wet and soak
shear strengths and percentages of wood failure. The
differences in shear strength found for CT-SPC adhesives
could be attributed to the influence of tannins on/into soy
protein chemical structures as well as physicochemical
characteristics such as rheological properties (viscosity),
and wettability. Regarding the adhesive performance,
the formulation with a 1 % w/w of tannin showed the
better result. Interesting, the best result for the 1CTSPC adhesive was obtained under wet conditions where
the shear strength increased 87% respect to control
adhesive. Higher tannin level and lower viscosities than
that of 1CT-SPC might fail due to the “dryout”. Wood joints
prepared with the SPC adhesives modified with low CT
concentration were found to be an environmentally option
for applications under indoor environments. Ongoing
work is being undertaken to improve adhesive/substrate
interactions by combining CT with a biobased aldehyde
crosslinking agent.
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Abstract:
There are many types of fabric materials used in military applications. From clothing to protective equipment, fabric analysis
mostly focused on its physical properties. Still, its flammability has not been well studied, such as ease of ignition, heat
release, and toxicity. This paper reports the flammability properties of fabric in military applications. The ignition time,
heat release, and smoke production of six commercially available military fabrics are discussed in this article. The fabrics
analysed are cotton, polyester-cotton, coated nylon, and kenaf fabric. The fabric grouping into the coated and printed fabric
while cotton and kenaf were tested as a comparison. Results indicated that coated fabric (N420D and N1000D) showed
higher TTI compared to printed fabric (P35C65, P35C65M, and P65C35). It is affected by heat flux, the areal density of
the sample, sample mass, and the number of sample layers. Coated fabrics (N420D and N1000D) indicate higher EHC
compared with other fabrics. For printed fabric, a relatively lower EHC was observed as it indicates incomplete combustion.
Total heat release of the samples tested was presented as an integration of the HRR vs time curve. Coated samples show
the highest values for PHRR and THR values compared to printed and cotton fabrics.
Keywords: flammability; cone calorimeter; smoke density; heat release rate.
Cite as: Yahaya, R., Zahari, N., Wan Adnan, W.A.W. (2022). Flammability analysis of military fabrics. J Appl Res Eng
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1. Introduction
There is large category of fabric used in military. Not
limited to their multi types of uniforms, there are other
military essential materials, such as individual protective
equipment, tentage, metal bed folding, and firearms
textiles. There are also special types of clothing that
require special properties such as fire-retardant tank
suits, flight suits, anti-riot suits, and EOD. Through the
recent years there are growing demand for improved
functionalized textile materials. The advancement
covers areas of camouflage protection (Samolov et al.,
2020), environmental hazard, biological, chemical and
radiation and many more. Camouflage protection is
still one of the main problems related to the protection
of military personnel and equipment in so-called hostile
environments. Military fabric consists of material used
for clothing, personnel protective, shelter, field bedding,
and many more. Currently Polyester/Cotton printed fabric
comfortably used by Malaysian Army as combat uniform
in tropical environment. Nylon-based coated fabric used
as tentage fabric or combat webbing, thanks to their water
resistance. Recently, natural fibre such as kenaf also used
in military for armoured vehicle spall-liner application
(Yahaya et al., 2016).
To improve the safety and comfort of the users, there are
increasing use of flame retardant (FR) textiles, mainly in
work clothing such as in firefighter apparel, bedding and
military garments. However, there are concern about the
toxicological and environmental effect of such chemical in

the fabric finishes (Ceylan et al., 2013). Flame retardancy
is one of the smart functions inserted into textile fabrics
to improve user comfort (Elsayed et al., 2020). This study
was one of a series of separate projects to develop new
smart fabrics for military applications.
The cone calorimeter is one of the most used in polymer
fire behaviour analysis. It is based on the measurement
of the decreasing oxygen concentration in the combustion
gases of a sample subjected to a given heat flux (in general
from 10 to 100 kW/m2) (Dewaghe et al., 2011). Although
textiles were classified as thermally thin materials cone
calorimeter remains a useful tool to characterize the fire
performance of textile materials (El Gazi et al., 2021).
There are various research work reported based on cone
calorimeter analysis (White et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2014;
Xu et al., 2020; Nazaré et al., 2002).
Morgan and Yip (2016) reported their findings on the effects
of laundering on military uniform fabric flammability. Heat
release data from cone calorimeter analysis determine
the blast and fire damage properties of military fabric
(Morgan & Yip, 2016). Hernandez et al. (Hernandez et al.,
2018) have studied the effect of mass per unit area of
polypropylene fabric by using cone calorimeter analysis.
They observed the areal density affect significantly with
the flammability parameters such as TTI, pHRR, or FGR
after ignition).Several parameters affecting reproducibility
and repeatability of the cone calorimeter data determined
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as heat flux, the temperature of ceramic backing pads
and retaining grid used during sample mounting, sample
weight, the density of textiles, and the relative humidity
(Tata et al., 2011). Cone calorimetry has been developed
for evaluating HRR and other related parameters, and
it has been widely used in predicting the fire hazard of
different materials as standard international testing
methods (Yang & He, 2011).
In this study, we investigated the flammability properties
of military fabric using cone calorimetry. This work reports
an initial investigation into the use of the cone calorimeter
for measuring the heat release parameters of untreated
military fabrics.

total heat released (THR) (MJ/m2); average effective heat
of combustion (MJ/kg); average mass loss rate. Prior to
testing, all the samples were conditioned at 50% relative
humidity for at least 24 h at 23 oC. The samples were
tested on the standard 13mm thick low-density refractory
blanket with the samples of 100 mm×100 mm which
is wrapped in aluminum foil to avoid heating over the
samples side. Single layer fabric was tested for most of
the analysis except for multi -layer samples; it was tested
at 35 kW/m2 heat flux. Metal grids were used to prevent
sample warping and to avoid big changes in burning
surface area (Figure 2). The surface area of the samples,
about 88 mm2 exposed to an external heat flux. Flameout was recorded as the flame was extinguished and
testing was stopped as the flame -out time was recorded.

2. Experimental
2.1. Fabrics
The flammability of commercially available fabric used
in military applications has been investigated. Samples
were conditioned at an ambient temperature and humidity
for 48 h before testing. Fabrics were tested as received;
no laundering or treatment was performed. Coated fabric
(N420D, N1000D) used by military as tentage fabric,
metal folding bed, and pack large (backpack). Fabric
for military clothing usually printed in digital camouflage
patterns. It consists of printed fabric made of slightly
different material composition. For comparison, neat
cotton and kenaf fabrics were also analysed in this study.
The main properties of these samples are listed in Table 1.
Kenaf properties were tested previously by Yahaya et al.
(Yahaya et al., 2014). Based on ISO 8096, coated fabric is
a material composed of two or more layers, at least one of
which is a textile material (woven, knitted, or non-woven)
and at least one of which is a substantially continuous
polymeric film, bonded closely together by means of an
added adhesive or by the adhesive properties of one or
more of the component layers. Printing is a process of
decorating textile fabrics by application of pigments, dyes,
or other related materials in the form of patterns. Military
fabric printed with camouflage pattern for camouflaging
purposes.
Table 1: Main characteristics of fabric samples tested in
this work.
Area Density
(g/m2)

Thickness
(mm)

Fabric Structure

N1000D

352

0.53 (0.01)

Coated Fabric

N420D

224

0.34 (0)

Coated Fabric

P35C65

242

0.36 (0.01)

Printed Fabric

P35C65M

216

0.40 (0.01)

Printed Fabric

P65C35

238

0.46 (0.01)

Printed Fabric

Sample

Figure 2: Sample positioned over the backing pad for the cone
test (a). Sample assembly (b).(Tata et al., 2011), metal grid (c).

Heat release rate is determined based on the oxygen
depletion principle, utilising the fact that heat release
per unit mass of oxygen consumed is approximately
independent of the type of fuel, and has a value of
13.1 MJ/kg, with an error of 5%. It is calculated from the
oxygen concentration in the ﬂue gases based on the
principle that the heat released from a fuel is proportional
to the oxygen consumed during combustion (Huggett,
1980). The heat release rate calculated following ISO5660
(Xu et al., 2017):
˙ )=
q "(t

˙
1.1c ∆ Hc
q ′˙(t )
=
A
A
r0

0
∆ P X O2 − XO2 (t)
[
](1)
Te 1.105 − 1.5XO t

where

2.2. Method
Cone calorimeter (FESTEC International Co., Ltd., Korea)
(Figure 1) was employed to evaluate the combustion
properties of fabric materials used in military according
to ISO5660. The data reported in this paper includes the
following measurements: heat release rate (kW/m2); peak
heat release rate (PHRR) (kW/m2), time to PHRR (s);
10

Figure 1: Cone calorimeter (Chee et al., 2020).

2

q ′˙(t )
= HRR per aera (kW/m2)
A
∆Hc= heat of combustion (kJ/kg)
1:10 = ratio of oxygen to air molecular weight
r0= stoichiometric oxygen/fuel mass ratio
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∆P= orifice meter pressure differential
Te= absolute temperature of gas at the orifice meter
XO2t = oxygen analyser reading, mole fraction of oxygen
0

X O2= initial value of oxygen analyser reading
Based on ISO 5660, the result generated includes
parameters such as time to ignition (TTI) and peak heat
release rate (PHRR). The peak of the HRR curves (PHRR)
indicates the highest heat release of the test period.
Total heat release (THR) is the integration of the HRR
vs. time curve which is expressed in kJ/m2. The yield of
combustion gases was measured with a CO and CO2
analyser. Smoke production was analysed by measuring
how the smoke attenuated a laser beam in the exhaust
duct. The attenuation is related to volume flow, resulting in
a measure of smoke density called smoke extinction area
(SEA) having units of m2/s. The ranges of the paramagnetic
oxygen analyser, CO analyser and CO2 analyser were
0–25%, 0–10% and 0–1%, respectively. The gas analyser
is required to be calibrated prior to testing. Basically, the
analysis of cone calorimeter data is printed out form the
software and graphically as shown in Figure 3.

3. Results and discussion
Heat flux levels for cone calorimeter analysis are normally
selected based on fabric application and expected
fire scenario. The heat flux of 25 kW/m2 was applied
in previous study (Godfrey et al., 2016) the 35 kW/m2
level is often associated with a mild fire exposure, and
the 50 kW/m2 level is likewise associated with a welldeveloped fire. Other heat flux values used in fabric study
are; 20 and 30 kW/m2 (Bei et al., 2012); 20 to 60 kW/m2
(based on type of fabric) (Nazaré et al., 2002), 25 to
75 kW/m2 (El Gazi et al., 2021) and 20, 30, 50 kW/m2
(White et al., 2013), while 85 kW/m2 used by (Morgan
et al., 2016) to analyse laundering effect of fire retardant
finished military uniform. In this study, Heat flux levels
of 35, 50 and 60 kW/m2 at about 500, 700 and 750 oC
respectively. Other researchers suggested the heat flux
of 35 kW/m2 to ensure reproducible and significant data
(Tata et al., 2011).

3.1. Combustion properties
The samples for cone calorimeter analysis listed in
Table 1 were conducted at three heat flux levels: 35,
50 and 60 kW/m2. The combustion properties of the
samples are reported in related tables and plots. Table 2
presents the ignition-related results for cone calorimeter
analysis of military fabric. Initial mass is the mass of
the sample prior to testing, while mass at sustained
ignition is recorded as ignition occurred. Sample mass
different recorded because of process by which the solid
transforms into gas phase fuel (pyrolysis) before ignition
occurred.
Table 2: Ignition-related results.

Figure 3: Typical heat release rate versus time curve based on
kenaf fabric tested at 35 kW/m2.

In the HRR vs time curve (Figure 3), after ignition time
(19 s), heat release rate increases with the oxygen
consumed; this means that a lot of oxygen is consumed
immediately after ignition and here the peak heat release
rate is then found. The PHRR is about 120 kW/m2 and
occurred around 47 s after ignition. The heat release rate
then drops until the time of extinction. Data on heat release
curves for neat natural fibre kenaf fabric tested at various
heat flux levels are presented in Figure 4. It clearly indicates
a reduction in PHRR as heat flux levels are reduced.

Sample
N420D

N1000D

P35C65

P35C65M

P65C35

Figure 4: Heat release curves for kenaf fabric tested at various
heat flux level.

Cotton
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TTI (s)

Initial
mass (g)

Mass at
sustained
ignition (g)

34.00 (5.65)

2.05 (0.07)

1.70 (0.14)

50

15.67 (2.52)

2.20 (0.26)

1.67 (0.61)

60

11.33 (0.58)

2.30 (0.17)

1.90 (0.20)

35

28.00 (2.83)

3.35 (0.21)

3.20 (0)

50

14.00 (1.00)

3.80 (0.44)

3.33 (0.23)

60

11.00 (1.00)

3.47 (0.12)

2.97 (0.40)

35

9.50 (0.71)

1.80 (0.57)

1.55 (0.35)

50

5.67 (0.58)

2.07 (0.21)

1.63 (0.25)

60

4.67 (0.58)

2.43 (0.32)

2.20 (0.26)

35

16.50 (0.71)

2.25 (0.21)

2.00 (0.28)

50

7.67 (1.15)

2.43 (0.35)

1.80 (0.26)

60

5.67 (0.58)

3.10 (1.68)

1.83 (0.05)

35

14.50 (2.12)

2.20 (0.28)

2.00 (0.28)

50

9.33 (2.52)

2.43 (0.23)

1.67 (0.40)

60

7.33 (0.58)

2.43 (0.06)

2.03 (0.15)

35

14.00 (5.00)

1.33 (0.05)

0.9 (0.36)

50

6.67 (1.53)

1.27 (0.12)

0.97 (0.12)

60

4.67 (1.15)

1.27 (0.06)

1.00 (0)

Heat Flux
(kW/m2)
35
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3.2. Time to ignition
Time to ignition (TTI) is very important factor in determining
the burning behaviour of materials, such as fabrics. Shorter
TTI means the easier the fabric to ignite and spread as a
treat to the surrounding materials. TTI defines how quickly
flaming combustion of a material will occur when exposed
to a heat source. From the data shown in Table 2, we
can see that TTI for some of the samples decreased as
heat flux increased. Generally, coated fabric (N420D and
N1000D) shows higher TTI compared to printed fabric
(P35C65, P35C65M, and P65C35). Coated fabric takes
about 11 to 34 s to ignite as exposed to 35 kW/m2 heat
flux. While printed fabric ignited at 7.33 to 16.50 s after
being exposed to heat flux. Printed fabric shows moderate
flammability in terms of ignition time when compared
to cotton fabric, which takes 4.67 s to 14 s before being
ignited. When exposed to heat flux, the coated materials
melt first, start decomposing with the release of smoke
before being ignited. Even without a fire-retardant additive,
the coating material affects the flammability process of
fabric. TTI of coated fabric is longer because of the longer
time required for the volatile gases to escape from coated
materials at the exposure side (coated surface). The TTI is
roughly affected by sample weight increases. The longer
TTI was observed as the initial weight of the sample as
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Time to ignition (TTI) versus initial weight of samples.

Figure 6 presents the time to ignition based on number
of fabric plies tested at 35 kW/m2 heat flux. Most of the
samples take longer time to ignited as the number of
fabric layers increased. Figure 7 dictate that TTI is shorter
as the heat flux value increased. Similar result observed
for composites materials (Fateh et al., 2017).

Figure 6: Time to ignition vs. number of fabric layers.
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Figure 7: TTI vs. heat flux.

3.3. Heat release rate
Heat release rate (HRR) is the most important variable
in characterizing the flammability of products and their
consequent fire hazard (Babrauskas & Peacock, 1992).
HRR is measured in terms of power or as surface area
normalized HRR (kW/m2). The HRR determination follows
the ISO 5660-1, where it is important to give the imposed
irradiance (heat flux) in kW m−2 on the cell. Normally HRR
values are given as the mean HRR which is determined
by dividing the total heat energy released, by the fire
duration. In this study, the HRR curves of coated, printed
fabrics and cotton fabric under different heat fluxes are
plotted in Figure 8-Figure 10.
Sample tested burned quickly after ignition and mark a
peak heat release rate (PHRR) value. Based on the plots,
heat release rate increased gradually until it reaches the
highest point (peak) and dropped until test ended as the
flame-out occurred. Single peak observed in HRR curves
for coated and printed fabric tested. The similar pattern
observed for PET-cotton 65:35 as reported by Alongi et al.
(Alongi et al., 2015). Based on Alongi et al., peak HRR for
untreated PET−cotton (PET:cotton = 85:15) is 150 ± 1 kW/
m2 higher than recorded in this study (78.04 ± 3.76 kW/
m2). The differ due to the content of polyester in the
samples. Other factor is the weight of the fabric per unit
area (Kotresh et al., 2006). The average heat release rate
represents the average level of heat material releases in
fire. The bigger the average heat release rate is, the more
violent the material burns (Bei et al., 2012).

Figure 8: HRR curves at 35kW/m2 heat flux.
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the ratio of the total heat release rate to the mass loss.
This value indicates the burning intensity of the volatile
compounds in the flame.

Figure 9: HRR curves at 50kW/m2 heat flux.

Figure 10: HRR curves at 60kW/m2 heat flux.

The effective heat of combustion (ECH) of the military
fabric is given in Table 3. EHC almost remains constant
at all applied heat fluxes. Coated fabrics (N420D and
N1000D) indicate higher EHC compared with other fabrics.
For printed fabric sample CER (P35C65)- relatively lower
EHC observed as it indicates incomplete combustion
at the tested heat flux. Lowest EHC observed in cotton
fabrics. However, the small mass of samples may affect
the data accuracy as well as the presence of moisture
as reported in Moinuddin et al., (Moinuddin et al., 2020)
the effective heat of combustion which in turn affects the
simulation outcome.
Peak heat release rates for the sample tested occurred
after ignition and just before the flame-out. PHRR is the
point where the material is burning most intensely and
is therefore also important for the estimation of the fire
cascading effect. In this study, PHRR increased with heat
flux increases. The integration of the HRR vs. time curve
gives the total heat release (THR) expressed in kJ/m2.
The peak HRR for coated fabrics (N420D and N1000D)
samples is higher compared to other samples. The
highest peak for N1000D is 170, 213 and 227 kW/m2 for
heat flux of 35, 50 and 60 kW/m2 respectively. The peak
and average heat release rates increased with increasing
heat flux while the time to the initial peak decreased.
Figure 12 to 14 shows the THR based on heat fluxes.

Table 3 presents the cone calorimeter testing data.
The effective heat of combustion (EHC) is the energy
generated by combustion reactions per unit mass of
fabric samples. Based on ISO 5660, it is calculated as

Table 3: Heat release-related results.
Sample
N420D

N1000D

P35C65

P35C65M

P65C35

Cotton

Heat Flux (kW/m2)

Effective heat of combustion (MJ/kg)

PHRR (kW /m2)

THR (MJ /m2)

time of PHRR (s)

35

8.77 (1.01)

122.22 (9.28)

4.00 (0.71)

70.00 (4.24)

50

6.62 (1.12)

150.42 (9.36)

5.73 (0.45)

45.33 (1.53)

60

6.76 (2.93)

162.10 (5.04)

4.33 (2.12)

35.33 (1.52)

35

8.62 (2.88)

170.67 (23.65)

8.25 (0.49)

65.50 (0.71)

50

6.08 (1.66)

213.69 (21.43)

8.47 (0.38)

43.67 (1.53)

60

7.55 (1.42)

227.59 (8.01)

8.43 (0.06)

36.00 (2.64)

35

1.14 (0.31)

40.94 (6.36)

1.55 (0.64)

31.00 (7.07)

50

2.69 (0.54)

62.47 (1.92)

1.97 (0.60)

23.33 (1.53)

60

3.02 (1.52)

64.23 (2.81)

2.40 (0.44)

20.00 (1.00)

35

2.44 (0.13)

71.17 (5.37)

2.95 (0.07)

36.50 (0.71)

50

5.89 (1.52)

84.46 (1.01)

1.93 (0.49)

26.33 (1.53)

60

3.19 (0.07)

89.40 (2.98)

3.30 (0.10)

22.00 (1.73)

35

2.57 (1.51)

78.04 (3.76)

2.90 (0.28)

37.50 (0.71)

50

7.38 (1.08)

91.24 (1.73)

2.03 (0.12)

27.33 (3.21)

60

4.54 (1.40)

95.09 (1.46)

2.50 (0.85)

26.67 (2.08)

35

0.653 (0.14)

38.30 (4.73)

1.93 (0.40)

39.33 (4.93)

50

1.91 (0.62)

47.40 (1.07)

1.63 (0.7)

29.00 (3.46)

60

0.83 (0.17)

49.25 (1.77)

2.37 (0.12)

25.33 (5.03)
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Based on this study, THR of sample Nylon 1000D >
Nylon420D > P65C35 > P35C65M > Cotton > P35C65.
Polyester/cotton fabric shows higher THR compared with
pure cotton fabric. This was explained as the effect of
interaction between cotton, and synthetic fibres (Chen &
Zhao, 2016). Four of the samples tested were made of the
same material composition but were relatively different
in areal density. It was found that THR of Nylon 1000D
(352 g/m2 > Nylon420D (224 g/m2 > P35C65M (216 g/m2)
> P35C65 (242 g/m2).

3.4. Mass loss
Figure 11: PHRR vs heat flux

Mass loss rate is the rate of changes in sample mass during
combustion. It shows the level of pyrolysis, volatilization,
and burning of sample under constant heat flux (Xu et al.,
2017). Table 4 shows the mass loss properties of the
sample tested in this study. Higher mass loss rate indicates
the sample is easier to burn, thus greater risk of fire. Figure
15 shows the mass loss rate of coated fabric (N1000D)
tested in this study. Mass loss is roughly correlated with
heat release rate because it is the rate at which the test
material is degraded to produce combustible fuels. This is
not significant for other samples due to the small weight of
the sample tested (White et al., 2013).

Figure 12: Total heat release of fabric tested at 35 kW/m2.

Figure 15: MLR curve of coated fabric (N1000D)-sample at
various heat flux.

Table 4: Mass loss.
Sample
N420D

Figure 13: Total heat release of fabric tested at 50 kW/m2.
N1000D

P35C65

P35C65M

P65C35

Cotton

Figure 14: Total heat release of fabric tested at 60 kW/m2.
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Heat Flux
(kW/m2)

Initial Mass (g)

MLRave (g/m2s)

35

2.05 (0.07)

4.78 (0.71)

50

2.20 (0.26)

3.94 (0.59)

60

2.30 (0.17)

5.50 (2.95)

35

3.35 (0.21)

4.10 (0.95)

50

3.80 (0.44)

4.51 (0.38)

60

3.47 (0.12)

4.96 (0.83)

35

1.80 (0.57)

2.82 (1.13)

50

2.07 (0.21)

4.40 (0.60)

60

2.43 (0.32)

3.82 (0.44)

35

2.25 (0.21)

3.14 (0.06)

50

2.43 (0.35)

6.27 (1.27)

60

3.10 (1.68)

3.68 (0.15)

35

2.20 (0.28)

2.89 (1.57)

50

2.43 (0.23)

6.75 (0.07)

60

2.43 (0.06)

6.22 (2.53)

35

1.33 (0.05)

1.69 (0.51)

50

1.27 (0.12)

3.51 (1.61)

60

1.27 (0.06)

1.87 (0.25)
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Table 5: Smoke related result.

3.5. Smoke production
Burning textiles and toxic fumes generated in confined
spaces, for example in armoured vehicles, are one of
the threats to military personnel (Grover et al., 2014).
Table 5 presents the smoke production rate of fabric
samples at heat flux, respectively. Specific extinction
area (SEA) and total smoke production (TSP) are the
two parameters that determine the smoke production of
fabric. SEA is defined as the ratio of the extinction area of
smoke to the mass loss of the specimen associated with
the production of that smoke (ISO5660). This parameter
reflects the quantity of smoke during the combustion
process of the fabrics tested. It varies as a function of
time during the test; therefore, the average SEA values
used in this study. Figure 16 presents the average SEA
versus the average HRR. The SEA value for most of
the fabric samples generally changes linearly with the
average HRR. This observation indicates that the smoke
produced is strongly related to the heat release rate
(Mouritz et al., 2006).

Sample

Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

N420D

N1000D

CER

FAW

FAP

Cotton

SEA (m2/kg)

Time of Peak
SEA (s)

Total Smoke
Release
(m2/m2)

35
50

99.35 (73.00)
96.87 (35)

63.50 (6.00)
39.67 (5.00)

38.90 (24.00)
52.90 (32.00)

60

159.81 (105.00)

27.00 (4.00)

65.50 (8.00)

35
50
60
35

148.29 (2.00)
181.05 (31.00)
196.45 (51.00)
65.62 (23.62)

45.50 (9.00) 139.95 (22.00)
24.00 (5.00) 148.3 (32.00)
25.67 (6.00) 159.03 (12.00)
15.50 (0.71) 57.10 (10.00)

50

111.40 (18.4)

60
35
50
60
35
50
60
35
50
60

116.11 (55.00)
52.05 (21.00)
135.49 (29.00)
92.74 (1.00)
70.99 (45.00)
230.61 (39.00)
171.94 (70.00)
0
24.13 (9.00)
6.06 (4.00)

11.67 (2.89)

62.80 (17.00)

10.67 (1)
65.56 (3.00)
25.5 (6)
48.30 (1.00)
17.00 (4.00) 37.00 (1.00)
14.33 (1.00) 60.80 (3.00)
24.00 (4.00) 48.45 (1.00)
17.33 (2.00) 56.37 (6.00)
17.00(1.00)
68.53 (4.00)
14 (5.00)
0
27.33 (26.00) 20.73 (1.00)
46.33 (53.00) 21.00 (17.00)

4. Conclusion

Figure 16: Average SEA vs. average HRR.

Total smoke production from military fabric is reported
in Table 5. Sample N1000D was observed as mostly
producing smoke compared to other fabric. Printed
fabric produced total smoke release between 57.1 to
68.53 m2/m2, which is higher than cotton fabric. The low
weight of the sample may affect the accuracy of this data
as cone calorimeter primary design for heavier samples
(White et al., 2013).

In the present work, cone calorimeter analysis has been
made to determine the flammability characteristics of
military fabrics. It consists of types of coated, printed, and
untreated cotton fabric. Flame ignition results indicated
that TTI reduced as heat flux levels and sample mass
increased. Printed fabric ignites faster than coated fabric
due to coating material decomposition. Higher heatrelated properties (EHC, PHRR and THR) observed for
coated fabric. Its major challenge in obtaining reproducible
and reliable cone calorimetric data for these low density
and thermally thin materials was overcome by varying
different testing parameters such as sample weight, heat
flux, and grid type. Flammability analysis of military fabric
is vital to ensure user safety during training and operation.
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Abstract:
Maintenance is a vital function in manufacturing systems for maintaining quality. During the coming period two ideas are
evolved Total Productive Maintenance and Total Quality Management simultaneously with other facts to attain excellence in
production systems. Various feature of putting into practice Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) is expressed and examined
in this study. Total productive maintenance is explained thoroughly; the philosophy, planning, improvements, goal setting
and developments of implementation plans. The eight pillars of TPM are explained. Various aspect of implementation of
TPM is elaborated. Also the benefits of TPM are explained.
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1. TPM - History
Preventive maintenance had been put in practice in
1951 in Japan, USA first initiated it. Nippondenso was
the first company to introduce preventive maintenance
plant wide. In preventive maintenance operators and
maintenance group was dedicated to maintenance of
the equipments. Maintenance came out as difficulty,
because of the more requirement of maintenance staff.
Management decided that the regular maintenance
of equipments and machines would be performed
by particular operator of the machine. (Termed as
Autonomous maintenance, part of Total Productive
Maintenance). Department of Maintenance had to
accomplish only essential maintenance task.
The maintenance team worked in the equipment
modification for upgrading reliability. The new machines
are incorporated with new modification. Maintenance
prevention was led by this. Productive maintenance
was introduced with preventive maintenance and
Maintainability. The productive maintenance objective
had been to make the most of works and machine
efficacy to achieve best life cycle cost.
Quality circles were also structure at Nippon Denso,
utilizing the workforce. All people contributed in doing
Productive maintenance. Nippondenso was given
award of distinguished plant was given to for executing
and developing and Total Productive Maintenance by
the JIPE (Japanese Institute of Plant Engineers). The
Toyota group firm Nippondenso obtained the certification
of TPM first.

TPM is necessary for operation of a plant at the optimum
level by keeping the plant and equipment well maintained.
Conventional barriers between maintenance and
production people are to be resolved. People ought to
work together applying their skills must have a common
goal for optimum performance or better productivity.
Predictive and preventative maintenance are important
in building a base for a right TPM environment. Data
and statistical tools are used for Predictive maintenance
to decide when an equipment may stop working, and
preventative maintenance is performing activities at
regular intervals like lubrication to avoid its failure. A
novel concept for equipment and plants maintenance is
encompassed by program like TPM encompasses. TPM
program objective is to enhance production and also
improving people morale and job satisfaction.
As a crucial part of the business TPM focuses on
maintenance. Panning for down time for maintenance
is done for a day’s part. Objective of it is keep minimum
unscheduled maintenance.
The TPM function ought to be focussed towards the
removal of unplanned equipment and plant maintenance.
The aim is to generate a system in which every
maintenance activities can be planned and not hinder
the production activities. Prior to the arrival of computeraided manufacturing, workers in few organizations were
in charge for their machines and used to take a definite
pride of ownership. Operators used to spend fraction of
their work time in keeping their equipment in running
condition with the help of maintenance people. New
technical advancement has provided us additional tools
to do the maintenance function.
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Analyzing TPM can be explained simply as:

done correctly. Poor designed Equipment ought to be
redesigned for improved reliability and maintainability

Total = Involving all
Productive = Material Production and services that satisfy
or go beyond client’s hope.
Meaning of Maintenance is Putting machinery and plant
in proper working state.

3.4. Maintenance prevention
Here design of a new equipment is incorporated prior to
new equipment commissioning.

3.5. On-Condition Maintenance

2. Objectives of TPM
1)	Sustaining and improving equipment capacity.
2) Maintenance of machine for whole life cycle.
3) To get help from each operational section.
4) Motivation of employees encouraging contribution.
5) Putting teams for continuous improvement.
Firms which apply principles of total quality management,
employee involvement, FMEA, continuous improvement,
JIT manufacturing, SPC, and experimental design, to
name a few, can be successful by applying simultaneously
the principles of total quality management. For instance,
when equipment downtime and equipment failures
are not sure, a firm cannot implement JIT. Employee
involvement cannot be practiced if machine operators or
the maintenance department people are not part of the
team and encouraged to report trouble.

3. Maintenance Types
3.1. Breakdown Maintenance
Breakdown maintenance is done when equipment fails
and then it is repaired. It could be considered when the
failure of equipment does not considerably affect the work
or production or produce any noteworthy loss except
repairing expense.

3.2. Preventive maintenance
Preventive maintenance is a routine maintenance
(cleaning, inspection, greasing and oiling etc.), for
retaining equipment’s healthy condition and failure
prevention. Preventive maintenance is divided in Periodic
maintenance and predictive maintenance.
(i) TBM - Time based maintenance. Periodic
inspection, cleaning and servicing of equipment and
to prevent sudden failure replacing parts, are the
part of TBM.
(ii) Predictive maintenance. Based on inspection
or diagnosis, the important parts’ service life is
predicted for using parts to its service life. Predictive
maintenance is condition based maintenance.
Surveillance system is employed, planed to an online system monitoring.

3.3. Corrective maintenance
Improvements of equipment and its components are
carried out so that preventive maintenance can be

20

It is an another type of maintenance to be taken care. To
detect brake wear, car designers have sensors which will
sense wear and tear of brake pads and give indication
when they are to be replaced. It is an inspection-free
system. On-condition maintenance can be used to reduce
the amount of work and, hence, the machine downtime
needed. Condition monitoring is an element that
constantly examines itself and requires no intervention.
Incorporating microcomputer and electronics data is
incessantly recorded and can be accessed for backwardlooking analysis.
Better technology of sensors with contemporary
electronics can make simpler modifying systems to employ
monitoring. With regard as the other improvements in
vehicles; many have electronic ignition systems and
sensors built-in all through the engine. For tyre pressure
monitoring sensors are fitted in wheels, further sensors
are provided for fluid level measurement, also for skids
detecting and locking of wheel. If one has to incessantly
monitor the parts’ state in machine, a lot of effort is
required. Then, at some time, the wear rate will change
clearly; it woll increase and can be detected. Continuous
running of tool rate of deterioration amplifies rapidly and
there will be a drop in performance and reaches to failure
completely. On finding the upcoming failure, action ought
to be taken to stop.
An approximation of the remaining lifetime can be
estimated and planning of another test can be done it
can be mended. In this minimal checks are there and as
per set warning and fixing the problem. Right sensors are
required for the particular part.
Various types of sensors are: particle counters, vibration
sensors, acoustic sensors, strain gauges, ultrasonic, leak
rate measurements, vacuum monitors, x-rays, motor
currents or flow meters. Many others are there, few
need oil sample for consistency or to gauge gas release
rate or chemicals in cracks finding in casings. Vibration
monitoring is also used; however, it is complex in nature.
If used correctly, the data can find deterioration of to
shafts, specific gears, or bearings. The strategy is finding
if the noise pattern, or alteration in it, shows a real failure
threatening. It is necessary to educate people methodically
in its use to attain a greater extent of resolution. Now and
then, an increase in a simple noise level or alteration in
frequency are sufficient for making frequent checks or
planning replacement of the component.

4. The TPM planning
Assessment of performance is done by determining the
existing operating parameters.
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To initiate Total Productive Maintenance basic steps are.
1. The top executives has to understand the new
viewpoint.
2. Management supports the new philosophy.
3. Training programs are developed and funded for
everybody.
4. Spots of improvement needed are identified.
5. Formulations of Performance goals.
6. Implementation plan is to be developed.
7. Independent work groups are to be established.
These steps can give a good framework.

5. Understanding new philosophy
To deal with is change is one of the difficult things for top
management. They require to learn about TPM and its
affect on their working. There are many successful and
failures. Benchmarking with a successful firm will make
available precious information.
For any cultural change an extraordinary commitment is
required by management. It is needed to let workforce
to take decisions. This viewpoint is not broad-minded
management, since management is still responsible
for the performance of the firm. This idea may have
reliability problems with workforce. There is a change
in management and new manager build up a “different
system” that will in all probability answer all of the
firm’s problems. Be deficient in of possession may
source down morale and annoyance with management.
Possessiveness ought to be dependent on what is good
for the point of view of customer and for the people that
take care of the customer. Southwest Airlines or Hewlett
Packard emphasize staff well-being and empowerment.
To begin with this change will need additional efforts by
management.

6. Encouraging the new Philosophy
Significant time must be spent by top management
in encouraging the system. Top management have to
put the idea and let the people be acquainted with that
they are completely devoted to its achievement. Full
commitment from the management will be there. If the
faith in the recent philosophy and dedication are not
there, then there will be no positive. Over and over again
lip service provided a “new idea.” It gives a faith that the
newest system will answer some on the spot problems
and show the way to an instant return on investment. For
the new philosophy a long term commitment is required.
It has been established by other firms to be a improved
way of accomplishing business. Management ought to
lead the way by taking on the newest ideology. Firms
that are going through problems consider it, in part, to
deceitful leadership. The precise ways to put into practice
the new philosophy is just to start implementing it. That
is start giving the maintenance and production people
more autonomy. Introducing TPM with a huge ordeal
leads employees to wave it off as the newest technique
for getting them to work harder. Firstly, management must
build trustworthiness, and the finest way to do that task is
to transform first and lead the system. In paper by Ireland

& Dale (2001) TPM study in three firms is focused. The
firms put into practice TPM due to the business problems
they came across. TPM is supported in these firms by top
management and also set up appropriate organizational
systems to make achievable its accomplishment is also
supported. Nakajima’s Seven steps regarding autonomous
maintenance had been trailed, yet diverse TPM pillars
were accepted, with the similar ones are improvements,
training and education, quality maintenance and safety.
The major alterations in execution of TPM connected
to the applications of ABC arrangement system and the
facilitators role. By McKone et al. (2001) , they examined
the link amongst TPM and producing performance by
SEM (Structural Equation Modelling). It is noticed that
TPM has a considerable connection with small cost,
elevated quality points and powerful delivery working. I
was also found that the connection amid Total Productive
Maintenance and MP can be depicted by both indirect and
direct relationships. Paper introduced by Pomorski (2004)
inspects the fundamental TPM concepts and reviews the
noteworthy literature linked to implementation, design,
Total Productive Maintenance programs implementation
in operations of manufacturing. Findings comprises the
organization structures, human interaction, statistical
tools and criteria of success related to the operations
of Total Productive Management programs. Hadaad
& Jaaron (2007) proposed work related to healthcare
industry where introduction of the investigation related to
implementation of the TPM program.
The methodology of TPM execution was applied for
enhancing utilization of medical related devices and
lessening the failures where the it was investigated
the application of production maintenance systems in
different settings and that major functioning benefits can
be generated. Ahuja & Khamba (2008) The point of this
study is to re-examine the text on TPM and to illustrate
a common idea of TPM accomplishment practices well
thought-out by the producing companies. It also looks
for to emphasize suitable enablers and accomplishment
factors for removing obstacles in winning TPM
performance. Mad Lazim et al. (2008) defines the purpose
of TPM is to produce a dynamic part taking of all workers
in functions of production and maintenance, with the
workers who run the machines. It was discussed in this
paper part of a initial study finding concentrating on main
two Total Productive M maintenance practices planned
maintenance and autonomous maintenance in a SME of
Malaysia. The outcome proposes vital views of planned
maintenance and autonomous maintenance that put in to
the upgrading in cost and quality (Robbins, 2008).

7. Training Programs
Philosophy to be taught to managers, at all positions.
Starting with senior management, and then to firstline supervisors. Top management have to use time in
learning and understanding the effects of concerning
the philosophy to their firm. Senior management must
be dedicated to the long-term commitment necessary to
attain constructive results. A few managers may require
to be changed or take premature retirement since they
will not transform their manner of dealing with people.
The managers who willingly accept to the new philosophy
ought to be recognized. Supervisors ought to understand
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dealing with the team working and be acquainted with small
autonomous work groups working. This organizational
level appears to have the most difficulty with such type
of change. In current years, cutting back has come at
the cost of middle managers. Certainly, in history this
has been an extravagant area of management. The
viewpoints that are promoted within TPM and TQM lead
to compliment management structures. When employees
are permitted to take their self-decisions, there may be
no need of many layers of managers ensuring people are
performing their job perfectly.
Supervisors in first-line are required to understand their
role according to the new environment. Supervisors who
have been applied guiding their groups will find it a simple
transition. The day of the despotic manager has changed.
Those managers who have been telling the subordinates
the whole thing to do will find it complicated.
Supervisors will give up some of their power, yet that
power may be more perceived than real. An intellectual
employee does not bear that style of management.
Employees require learning about a variety of tools
employed in doing their tasks as part of an independent
work group. Some instruction is needed in the bifurcation
of jobs of maintenance people and the jobs of production
people. A huge advantage of TPM is the cross-generation
of information between maintenance and production
department.

8. Finding out Improvement Areas
Some machines may to be going to break down or
necessitate a large maintenance. Workers who work with
the equipment regularly are better able to identify these
conditions rather than anyone else in the organization.
A primary step is to let the operators and maintenance
technicians inform management about the equipment
and machines which need the main consideration.
A functioning team of technicians and workers & to
harmonize this process is necessary. This action will build
trustworthiness and start the firm towards TPM. Primary
step for the team is to make out the current status.
Major 6 loss areas which are needed to be followed and
gauged:
Downtime Losses
1.

Planned

a.

Starting-up

b.

Change time in shifts

c.

Food breaks

d.

Shutdowns for planned maintenance

2.

Unintentional Downtime

a.

Machine or Equipment breakdown

b.

Changing over

c.

Be short of material

Reduced Speed Losses
3.

Idling and small stoppages

4.

Slowing down

22

Losses due to Poor Quality
5.

Method nonconformities

6.

Scrap

9. Goal Setting
When the improvement needs are found goals have to
be set. First goal is to set up the timeframe for fixing the
first problem in priority. Technicians and operators will
work faster than management since it can cause more
problems on a day after day basis. Recognizing requires
and set goals begins the process of putting the whole
people to work collectively as a team.

10. Developing Implementation Plans
Firstly, an overall plan of action for training all employees to
be developed and implemented. Procedure for developing
the independent work groups have to take place all through
the training phase. Using teams of maintenance people
and operators to work on mainly difficult problems is to
be planned. Preferences can be put and administration
can make a commitment with resources to remove few
of the fundamental troubles. Putting the team method
will put the stage for the development of independent
work groups, which are teams recognized for daily task.
Now, employees have to get input into how such nondependent teams are prepared.
Elements of the planning course have to take into thought
that independent work groups will change over time. As
processes and procedures are enhanced, the structure of
the entire organization will transform.

11. Independent Work Groups
Independent work groups are established depending
on the usual flow of activity. Initially, the operator is to
be made accountable for the machine and the point of
maintenance that he is skilled of performing. Further,
find the maintenance staff who work in specific areas or
have meticulous skill efficiencies. Production workers
and maintenance staff are brought together, ensuing
in an autonomous work group. Such groups possess
the power of decision making for keeping the machine
in ideal running order. The preparation of independent
work groups will be different with dissimilar applications
and types of companies. Maintenance technicians can
give to the operators. They educate machine operators
in accomplishing certain tasks, like greasing, oiling, slight
troubleshooting, and setting up. The in general goal of
the independent work group is to decrease the times
for maintenance activity. Other benefit is sparing highly
skilled maintenance technicians from the more ordinary
routine jobs. Skilled technicians can be used resourcefully
in doing main repairs and baked up with trouble solving
that the autonomous work group cannot take care.

12. Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)
eight pillars
Seiichi Nakajima developed conventional TPM in
Japan. Nippon Denso used to produce components for
Journal of Applied Research in Technology & Engineering, 3(1): 19-27, 2022
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Toyota, started TPM. The outcome of it was accepted
internationally as benchmark for TPM accomplishment.
Addition of lean manufacturing methods, supported on
eight pillars TPM on the 5-S. The system in Japanese
described as:
• Seiri (organize): Removing litter from the workplace

operator has to uphold. It contains education of the
operator on technical know-how for carrying a routine
inspection as per the manual of the machine. Once
educated, the operator sets his or her own autonomous
inspection plan. Standardization ensures everybody uses
same processes and techniques.

• Seiton (orderliness): Make sure order by putting
everything in its place

2. Focused improvement

• Seiso (cleanliness):
maintaining it

It is dependent based on “kaizen,” means “improvement.”
In production, kaizen needs improving processes and
functions constantly. Deputing small teams for positively
acting together to apply, step by step upgrading to
processes be relevant to operation of equipment is
important for Total Productive Maintenance. Different team
members of groups permit the recognition of persistent
problems by brainstorming. Focused development adds
to effectiveness by lessening defects of processes though
getting better safety by calculating each independent
action risks. Further, improvement focus makes sure they
are standardized, repeatable and keep going.

workspace

cleaning

and

• Seiketsu (standardize): All work processes,
standardizaton making them sustainable.
• Shitsuke (sustain): Repetitively strengthening the
prior four steps

3. Planned maintenance

Figure 1: Pillars of TPM.

Proactive and preventive techniques are focussed in the
eight pillars of total productive maintenance to help get
better equipment reliability.
The 8 pillars explained (Figure 1) as:
1. Autonomous maintenance;
2. Focused improvement (kaizen);
3. Planned maintenance;

It comprises observing metrics as failure rates and past
downtime then preparation of repairs task depending
on such predicted breakdown rates. As a particular time
is there to perform maintenance of machine, one can
plan maintenance at the time equipment is not in use
not disturbing disrupting production. Further, it lets for
inventory building up for when scheduled maintenance
takes place. When maintenance is scheduled for each
piece of equipment, inventory must be built so that there
is no reduction in production.
This proactive approach is adopted and it lessens the
random downtime by doing the maintenance when
machine is free. Inventory planning can also be done
in better way by enabling better control of parts that
may be expected to fail. Further benefits are lessening
in breakdowns so that equipment can be used to their
optimum capacity.

4. Quality management;

4. Quality maintenance

5. Early equipment management;

I f the maintenance is not enough, all the maintenance
planning and strategizing is not fruitful. This pillar centres
on working design error judgment and keeping away from
the process of production. From root cause analysis it is
performed to find and throw out returning defect sources.
By predicatively finding the error source, processes turn
out to be more dependable, and parts are produced with
the precise conditions at the first time.

6. Training and education;
7. Safety, health and environment; and
8. TPM in administration. Let’s break down each pillar

below.

1. Autonomous maintenance
It implies making sure workers are entirely trained
on regular maintenance as inspecting, cleaning,
and lubricating and also giving that duty exclusively
in the hands of the workers. It provides operators a
sense of possession of their machine and enhances
their knowledge about their machine. It also ensures
the machinery is always lubricated and clean, which
helps recognize problems prior to failures, and spares
maintenance people for important assignments.
Following autonomous maintenance includes cleaning
the machine to a determined standard that the machine

Major advantage of quality maintenance is that it stops
defected products from moving forward, that could result
in more rework. By scheduled quality maintenance,
quality matters are taken care of, and continuing steps
are applied, reducing or fully eradicating imperfections
and downtime concerned to imperfect parts.
5. Early equipment management
It gets the realistic information and on the whole knowing
of production equipment obtained by TPM and employs
it in improvement of design of recent equipment. Input
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of worker is to be taken to get better maintainability. It
is essential to take care about work like the lubrication
and cleaning ease, parts accessibility, controls placed
ergonomically in a comfortable way for the operator of
machine. This approach is followed and it augments more
efficiency.
6. Training and education
Be short of knowledge regarding equipment can disrupt
a Total Productive Management program. Education
and Training should be for the maintenance people,
operators and managers. There should not be any gap in
awareness of every so that Total Productive Maintenance
goals are attainable. From this operator must learn talents
to practically maintain machine and equipment and
make out up-and-coming bottlenecks. The maintenance
people ought to learn to put into practice a preventive and
proactive maintenance program, and managers must be
made well-acquainted in Total Productive Maintenance
principles and development of employees.
7. Safety, health and environment
Sustaining a protected environment of working
environment implies people can do their work in a secure
area devoid of risk of health. It’s significant to create an
environment which makes production well-organized,
it must not be at the cost of the safety of a worker. To
achieve it, any efforts put in the TPM process ought to
forever focus on the safety, health and the environment.
Further, when people work in a protected environment,
their feelings becomes superior, because they have
not to think about this important aspect. It can enhance
productivity in an obvious manner.
8. TPM in administration
TPM ought to look further by taking care and eradicating
waste areas in work of administration. It means holding up
manufacturing by getting better things like procurement,
scheduling and processing. Administration functions are a
lot the primary step in the whole process of manufacturing,
so it’s imperative they are organized and free of waste.
If procedures of order-processing for instance become
more organized, then raw material reaches the floor more
quickly and with small errors, eradicating major downtime
while lost parts are tracked.

• Bottleneck Finding. Pinpointing machine depending
on at what place production is affected gives a quick
elevation in total output and presents faster payback.
Drawback is that using this equipment as a pilot
means you’re using a significant asset as an example
and risk the chance of it being offline longer than you
would like.
• Finding most challenging? Correcting the trouble of
the equipment will be well-attained, energizing TMP
program support. Though, it will not provide much
instant payback as per the previous approach, and it
will be a challenge to get a fast outcome from checking
out the problem unsolved, may lead to lack of interest.
If someone is putting into practice a TPM program at
first time, best alternative is normally the number one
approach (improve the easiest equipment). People
who have good knowledge with TPM, one may
make a decision to set right the bottleneck. It is there
since one can make provisional inventory; ensuring
downtime can be tackled, which lessens risk.
In the pilot selection process employees are to be
included across all aspects of your business. A project
board visual can be put so that progress for all can be
posted to for awareness of all.

13.2. S
 tep 2: Restoration of Equipment to
optimum working Condition
Autonomous maintenance and 5-S system is key to
it. First, participants of TPM have to understand to
continuously put equipment to its usual condition applying
the 5-S system: organize, cleanliness, orderliness,
standardize and sustain. It may comprise:
• Taking Photograph of the region and equipment’s
existing condition and then putting it to project board.
• Unused tool may be removed, cleaning up the area,
remains and waste.
• Putting in order the tools and components regularly
used
• Equipment cleaning and cleaning thoroughly the
surrounding area.
• Taking Photographs of augmentations of machine and
equipment and nearby area and then putting it on the
project board.

13. TPM Implementation guidelines
There are five steps to carry out this. Major area
identification, equipment restoration to original working
condition, OEE measurement, finding and lessening main
losses, also accomplishing planned conservation.

13.1. Step 1: Pilot Area identification
Searching a key area to start carrying out helps to obtain
more acceptances from employees when they observe
the advantages that emerge from process. When selecting
machine for a major area, think about three questions:
• Discover what is most easy to get better? Choosing
machine or instrument that is most easy to improve
24

provides the possibility to a person for immediate and
assenting results; Yet, TPM process is not tested as
strongly as the further two options.

• A 5-S work process creation to uphold the process
stability.
• Process auditing with attenuation frequency to make
sure the following of 5-S process.
• Once a starting point equipment state is established,
autonomous maintenance program can be put into
practice by educating workers on maintenance while
probing it for abnormalities and wear. By creation an
autonomous maintenance program also develops
a standardized method to do the tasks like clean,
inspect and lubricate equipment rightly. During period
of planning items to address for the autonomous
maintenance program have:
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• Recognizing and recording inspection points,
comprises of components which can tolerate wear.
• Improving distinguishability wherever attainable to
assist with checking while the equipment is in working
condition.
• Checking and visibly labelling set points with the
equivalent.
• During changeovers or planned downtime. finding all
points of lubrication and maintenance scheduling.
• Educating workers making them reactive for any
coming up issues so that they can convey to their
superior.
• For all operator controlled tasks generating a checklist
for autonomous maintenance.
• Process auditing with decreasing occurrence to make
sure follow the checklist.

13.3. Step 3: Measuring OEE
Next Step to OEE tracking for the selected equipment.
Regularly determining OEE provides a data-driven
verification on TPM program working and lets one track
progress with time. As the most of the losses in connection
to machine or equipment are the result of random
downtime, it’s significant to categorize each random
slowdown occurrence. It provides an extra precise look at
the place where a stoppage is taking place. For random
causes comprise an “unknown” or “unallocated” category
of stoppage time.
A minimum of two weeks gathering data is suggested to
get a precise showcase of the unexpected stoppage time
and an obvious view of how slow cycles and small stops
affect production. There is a easy example of a top 5 loss
chart. Each loss is categorized and is in downward order
from the loss that causes the majority downtime to the
loss that causes the minimum.
Overall Equipment Efficiency
OEE = A × PE × Q
A = Machine availability
It is proportion of time machine is actually available
out of time it ought to be available.
A = (MTBF-MTTR) / MTBF
MTBF = Mean Time Between Failures = (Total
Running Time) / Number of Failures.
MTTR - Mean Time to Repair.
PE = Performance Efficiency.
It is given by RE × SE. Rate efficiency (RE): Because
of jams, etc. Real average cycle time is lesser
than design cycle time. Because of jams output is
reduced.
Speed efficiency (SE): Real cycle time is lesser than
design cycle time machine output is lessened since
it is running at decreased speed.
Q = It means quality rate. It is the % of good parts out of
total items produced also called “yield”.

13.4. Step 4: Lessening main Losses
After data-driven picture of major losses is obtained, it
is the time to take care of them. This step applies the
previously explained pillar of kaizen. For performing
this, a cross-functional operators’ team is put together,
managers and maintenance staff who can inspect the
OEE data applying RCA and make out the key causes for
losses. The process may look like:
• Selection of a loss dependent on OEE and data of
work stoppage time. It ought to be the chief basis of
unexpected time of stoppage.
• Inspect the indications related to problems. Gather
in detail data on indications like observations,
substantial proof and proof from photography. By an
ishikawa diagram to trail indications and record data
while one is at the machine or equipment is strongly
recommended.
• Talk about and find with the team, latent reasons of
the problems, ensure the probable causes by the
proof collected, and converse most effectual ways to
determine matter.
• To enforce the decided fixes schedule downtime.
• After fixing is done, start again production and further
watch effectiveness of the fix. If it solves the problem,
a note s to be made to apply the alteration and go to
the further cause of time of stoppage. If required, then
collect further information and have next session of
brainstorming.

13.5. S
 tep 5: Planned Maintenance, Putting into
practice
Adding active maintenance techniques into the plan
is the last step of the TPM execution process. It
encompasses working off planned maintenance, the
third pillar. Components which have to acquire proactive
maintenance by viewing three factors: wear parts, parts
that fail and stress regions. Infrared thermography and
vibration analysis is used for it .
Next, employ proactive maintenance periods. Such
periods can be rationalized as required. Set up the
existing level of wear and further a baseline replacement
timeline for wear and predicted failure-based parts.
when these have been determined, proactive schedule
of replacement whole wear and failure-prone parts can
be created. When performing it, use “run time” in place
of “calendar time.” Now, build up an unvarying process
for generating work orders dependent on the schedule of
planned maintenance.
By designing a feedback system maintenance intervals
can be optimized. Logs for every wear and breakdownlikely parts where workers are able to record data of
replacement and state of component at the instance
of change will be major part. Follow the planned
monthly maintenance audits to confirm the schedule of
maintenance and the part logs are being kept the latest
can be conducted. Reconsider the logs’ data to check for
prospective adjustments.
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Sustaining the upgrading attained with TPM

14. Introduction of TPM steps in a firm
14.1. Step A - Introductory stage
(1) Management declaration about Total Productive
Maintenance initiative to everybody in the
organization
Correct perceptive, dedication and dynamic top
management involvement is essential. Top management
ought to have knowledge programs, thereafter
announcement is done. It ought to be published in the
house magazine and the notice board.
(2) Initial learning and propaganda for TPM
Based on the requirement training is to be done.
Awareness and intensive training ought to be done. Take
those people who are concerned to places where TPM
successfully implemented prior.
(3) Setting up TPM and departmental committees

Comprises by TPM as part of it are autonomous maintenance, improvement, quality maintenance etc. Committees must be set up to take care of all those requirements.
(4) Establishing the TPM working system and target
Benchmarking of each area is done and target for
achievement is fixed.
(5) A master plan for institutionalizing
Further, TPM has to be implemented as organizational
culture. PM award achievement is the proof of obtaining
a satisfactory level.

14.2. Step B - Introduction stage
All should be invited to this ceremony. Suppliers must
understand that we require quality material. Related and
affiliated companies who can be our customers, sisters
concern etc. Some may learn from us and some can
support us and clients will get the communication that we
are keen for quality output of products.

14.3. Step C - Implementation
In this stage eight pillars in the development of TPM
activity are carried out. Out of these four activities are for
launching the system for efficiency of production, one for
new products initial control system and equipment, next
one for enhancing the administration efficiency and are
for control of safety, sanitation as working environment.

14.4. Step D- Institutionalising stage
Maturity stage is achieved by all three activities. Now for
PM award can be applied. Also plan for next level to which
this movement can be advanced.

Putting into practice a TPM program put forward shortterm achievement. The strategy is nourishing that
achievement over the long period. It commences along
with the workforce. If workforce accept the program of
Total Quality Management, imagine the superior future of
the firm and can observe how this superior prospective
benefits the workforce, it can generate a great feeling of
bonding. To make strong the well-known bonding among
employees gratifying achievements is a brilliant way.
Another method to attain continuing upgrading with
Total Productive Management program is by dynamic
leadership. By this the importance of the program by
actions is illustrated. Leadership engagement stops
people from going back into prior work habits and addition
of new vigour into the process repeatedly. Incessant
improvement assists your Total Productive Management
program get used to altering environments and stops
the delaying of program and workforce from being
monotonous.

15. TPM benefits
Great advantages of putting into practice a TPM program
is transforming from reactive maintenance to predictive
maintenance. Reactive maintenance is expensive, for
machinery repairs bill as well as for increased random
downtime. (Table 1)
TPM Benefits
Table 1: Direct and Indirect Benefits of TPM.
Direct Benefits

Indirect Benefits

Reduction in unplanned downtime so that there is an growth
in OEE
Customer complaints are
reduced.
Accidents in workplace are
Reduced.

Confidence levels of Employee
are elevated.

Cost of manufacturing reduces.
Quality of product increases.

An orderly, clean workplace is
produced.
Positive attitudes of employees increases by a feeling of
ownership
Following pollution control
measures.
Knowledge sharing between
departments.

16. TQM and TPM; Similarities and
differences
A great resemblance is there between the TPM program
and the TQM program. Tools like benchmarking,
documentation, employee empowerment, etc. applied
in Total Quality Management are also applied to put into
practice and augment Total Productive Management. The
resemblance between them are.
1. In both programs total dedication to the work by
higher management is necessary.
2. Empowerment of workers must be done to corrective
action initiation, and
3. A long term vision must be there as Total Productive
Maintenance may take more than a year to
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implement and is an intermittent process. There
should be alterations in employee’s frame of mind to
their work responsibilities.

17. Conclusion
In recent times, industry rivalry is elevated, TPM is the
only tool which might stands amid failure and success
firms. Its worth is proven. It can be accepted to put

in manufacturing industries, building construction,
civil maintenance, shipping, and in a lot many areas.
Workforce have to be convinced and persuaded that Total
Productive Maintenance is not merely “program of the
month” and the top management is fully dedicated to the
Total Productive Maintenance program and the adequate
time essential for complete execution. If TPM program is
implemented properly, it can provide high returns.
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Abstract:
In the modern world of technologies (sciences of arts), optimum operation time is the prime consideration. Technologies
with greater operation time are needed to be modified or replaced as per the requirement of the current scenario. In small
and medium enterprises of developing countries, almost all the reporting activities are conducted in Microsoft Excel. The
manual operation in Microsoft Excel takes a long time (17.37 minutes, only if there was one order of only one article with
one color) of the users; furthermore, there can also be a greater chance of error in the report. In the same way, the order
costing report at the ABC footwear company of Lahore is prepared manually in Microsoft Excel which used to take a long
time to be prepared along with the greater probability of errors in the report. Because of the above-mentioned reasons, the
order costing report was decided to be automated with the help of visual basic for applications (VBA) in Microsoft Excel.
The manual procedure including all the activities was collected from the planning and costing department of ABC Company.
Moreover, all the activities were listed down and their time study was conducted. VBA macros were programmed with the
objectives of automating all the manual tasks of the order costing report in Microsoft Excel and eliminating the chance of
error (calculation error made by the employee). Macros, were programmed by the use of conditional statements, (i.e. if
and else conditions) and various types of loops, (i.e. Do while loop and for loop). Automated decisions were made with the
help of conditional statements during the operation and the conditional statements were circulated with the help of loops
across the whole worksheet. Two userforms were designed for the execution of macros by the click of command buttons
(having macros at their back). Total eight worksheets were incorporated into the automated template. All the programmed
VBA macros were explained with the help of flowcharts made in the Microsoft Visio. After the report was automated, a time
study of operations performed after each click was conducted with the help of stop watch. The data obtained by the time
study was entered into Microsoft Excel so that the time of old and suggested methods could be compared. Comparison of
both methods indicated that the suggested method took 85.92% less time as compared to the old method of preparing the
order costing report. At the same time, the report made by the suggested method was free of errors and the workload of
employees was also reduced.
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1. Introduction
Calculation of cost is an easy task but its comprehension
is a difficult job (Mussatti & Vatavuk, 2017). There are
two types of cost i.e. fixed and variable costs. Fixed cost
remains constant in all cases whereas the variable cost
varies with the production volumes. Variable costs can
increase or decrease correspondingly with the increase
or decrease in the production volume (Effiong & Oti,
2012). Measurement of products` cost or services can
be conducted at different stages by the help of which the

costing accuracy is achieved to optimize the profitability
of the business (Şuteu et al., 2016). In the garment
industry, costing is conducted at the four different stages
i.e. preliminary costing, cost estimating, detailed costing,
and actual costing (Howard et al., 2019). Similarly, in the
case of a company, costing is conducted at three different
stages i.e. initial costing, order costing, and post-order
costing. When the customer puts a quotation for the
specific article, initial costing is conducted to provide him
the cost and price of the article(s) (one article). After the
order is received, then order costing is conducted (before
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order manufacturing) which is based on the whole order
(consisting of the numerous articles of various colors).
During the manufacturing of the order, a customer
sometimes makes some changes in the material, and
process which causes an increase/decrease in the
cost. Finally, post-order costing analysis is conducted to
indicate the difference in the estimated and actual cost
incurred on the order. It is not necessary that the cost
of an order calculated at the sample level would always
be equal to the actual incurred cost because of various
factors having an impact on the cost (Gandhi et al.,
2015). Calculation of manufacturing cost is tremendously
complex and includesseveral research areas (Liu et al.,
2017). In the footwear industry (ABC company of Lahore),
it is calculated by summing up the cost of cutting, stitching,
hand stitching, molding, lasting and job work, tooling cost,
and total overheads. As concluded by (Effiong & Oti, 2012)
that manufacturing cost is cumulative of all the resources
which are used directly for the production of goods and
services (Effiong & Oti, 2012). Generally, the cost is often
influenced by the current material prices and overheads
which are calculated based on experience (Howard
et al., 2019). The total cost of the order is calculated by
summing up the material, labor, overheads, tooling, and
cost of b-pairs. These all costs are included in the order
costing report, which is made in Microsoft Excel manually
at the case Company. Manual preparation of the report
can cause the mistakes and error in the report which on
correction can take the tremendous amount of time. In
order to avoid the error and minimize the preparation
time of order costing report, the manual operation of
the report was automated by the use of visual basic for
applications (VBA) in Microsoft Excel. VBA is actually a
programming language of Microsoft Excel and can be
used to write programming and run through in anMicrosoft
Excel workbook. It manages to reduce error during the
calculation and also reduce the time required to perform all
those calculation (Abidin et al., 2015). For the calculation
of order cost, several equations are used. The use of
Visual Basic for Application (VBA) in Microsoft Excel is
very broad in terms of mathematical learning such as
creating variable equations and obtaining the results from
variable equations (Bernard et al., 2018; Norton & Tiwari,
2013). VBA, also known as macro programming. Macros
are a bunch of instructions that let office components
automate the combination of user-specified functions
so that the complex operations can be automated (Ding
et al., 2017). There is no or little cost associated with the
systems made by the use of VBA in Microsoft Excel and
at the same time, complex analysis with high performance
can be conducted. Moreover, less skilled analysts can
produce accurate results with greater efficiency, when the
report is completely automated (Blayney & Sun, 2019).
Once the macros are programmed in Microsoft Excel they
can be executed by just clicking the button. By the use
of VBA, users can automate all the spreadsheet tasks
and develop user-defined functions as well (Abraham
et al., 2008). VBA is quite different in the comparison of
Microsoft Excel formulae and the provided programming
environment (visual basic editor) is also different as
compared to the spreadsheet (Abraham et al., 2008).
The advantages of Microsoft Excel with Visual Basic for
Application (VBA) are (1) the images are more interactive
with different sizes and can make more; (2) more
economical; (3)saving time; (4) the software is easy to find
(Bernard et al., 2018). VBA enables building user-defined
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functions into most Microsoft Office products, such as
Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. Considering
Microsoft Excel has been widely accepted in the industry
as the standard for spreadsheets, the implementation of
the method with VBA could be used in most consulting
companies (Cirujano & Zhu, 2013). This research paper
presents an explanation of the automation of order
costing reports. Moreover, it contributes to presenting
the framework for the calculation of cost in the footwear
industry.

2. Literature Review
As per the requirement of the costing department of ABC
Company, the costing calculations were kept to be the
same and the manual operation in the report was fully
eliminated by the use of visual basic for applications. In
this regard, the research in relevance with automation/
optimization by using VBA is presented. Zainal Abidin
et al., (2015) researched to make an application to
calculate Water Quality Index (WQI) and Air Pollutant
Index (API) by the use of VBA in Microsoft Excel. The
application was set to calculate directly the indices. The
required formulae were translated into the code. Moreover,
a description of each of the indexes was programmed;
so that details of measured index value could be shown
automatically along with it (Abidin et al., 2015). Ahmadi
et al., (2018) researched the implementation of the
CTR Dairy model by the use of VBA in Microsoft Excel.
CTR dairy is known as the dynamic simulation model
for grazing lactating dairy cows which are used for the
prediction of production of milk and profits based on
the various parameters i.e. ruminal digestion and the
absorption of nutrients under intermittent schedules of
feeding. Due to the discontinuation of SMART software
and the non-availability of its clients; the CTR dairy
model was translated into Microsoft Excel VBA to convert
the input into output. With the help of this research, it
was made available to a broad range of dairy farmers,
dairy nutrition consultants, extension advisors, and
researchers (Ahmadi et al., 2018). Belchior Junior et al.,
(2011) developed the new application for the results of
post-processing the Reactor Excursion and Leak Analysis
Program 5 (RELAP5) by using Microsoft Excel VBA. It is
indicated to be quite a useful instrument to speed up the
output data analysis (Belchior Junior et al., 2011). Rushit
Hila (2009) programmed (in VBA) the application for the
identification of outliers in the data and the arrangement
of data automatically. In the application, several steps
were automated for cleaning and verifying data before
importing it into MS access (used as a database) (Hila,
2009). Cirujano and Zhu (2013) developed a new method
for the automatic creation of manpower planning reports
by the use of VBA in Microsoft Excel. As per the new
method, roles and schedules of the engineers in various
projects were collected. The collected information was
compiled, analyzed, and organized. In this regard,
the engineer`s information in various projects could
be retrieved and the plans for the engineers could be
made. The method was validated in a consulting firm
with greater than a hundred employees. It was indicated
that man power planning report could be generated
automatically; by which a tremendous amount of time
and cost will be saved (Cirujano & Zhu, 2013). Sato and
Yokoyama (2001) developed an application by using
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VBA in Microsoft Excel for the transfer of image data
from the data set to a worksheet on click of Web-icon
(Sato & Yokoyama, 2001). Lessa et al. (2016) automated
a practical mathematical model for the calculation of
packaging and the logic program by using visual basic
for application (VBA) in Microsoft Excel. The graphic
designs were automatically created for how the packages
are being filled (Lessa et al., 2016). H. Evensen (2014)
implemented instrument communication in Microsoft
Excel by using VBA for the first time in 2014 (Evensen,
2014). Donald E. Blattner and F. Valrico (2007) invented
an automatic report generation system by using VBA
in MS projects. The invented system, allowed the user
to select, format filter, and sort the report by the help
dialogue box that appeared on the screen (Blattner &
Valrico, 2007). Wettlaufer (2010) implemented mapping
rules in the form of VBA macros in Microsoft Excel. For
each report, one macro was programmed. Expected
values were written by the macros in the separate
spreadsheet i.e. expected values spreadsheet. Then it
sends the patient’s follow-up to the merline.net server for
processing the data and the processed patient follow-up
session was generated contained of reports package in
the WinRAR file (Wettlaufer, 2010). Norton and Tiwari
(2013) used VBA for the development of code for making
engineering students understand the analysis of novel
freezing technology (Norton & Tiwari, 2013). Bartoszewicz
and Wdowicz (2019) proposed a new method for the
analysis of the production process, its visualization and
automation was consisted on the integration of production
planning module of SAP enterprise resource planning
(ERP) with Microsoft Excel worksheet and VBA. The new
process for data migration and analysis was redesigned
and implemented; which was more flexible and faster and
by the help of which whole process of complex analytical
report was speed up (operation time reduced from 2
hours to 5 minutes) (Bartoszewicz & Wdowicz, 2019).
Harahap and Azmi (2017) conducted a research with the
objective to develop the application by the use of VBA
which could make the small level rainwater conveyance
system by using rational method as presented in MSMA 2
(Harahap & Azmi, 2017). Yan and Wan (2017) developed
an application by the use of Microsoft Excel VBA for an
automatic calculation and generation of bill of material
(BOM) of transmission line. Efficiency and accuracy are
greatly improved by the design and application of the
template and errors in the process of making total steel
BOM were reduced (Yan & Wan, 2017). Kalwar and Khan
(2020) automated procurement and purchase order report
at footwear industry; after automation, the procurement
report used to take 516.578 second to be completed
instead of 2076.751 seconds. Moreover, purchase
order took 2-3 seconds instead of 15-20 minutes after
automation (Kalwar & Khan, 2020b).

3. Research Gap
From the above-cited literature review, visual basic for
applications was underlined to be used in the various fields
for automation and no research was found to be done in
the field of automation in costing by using VBA. From this
statement, the novelty of this research can be figured out.
This paper contributes to providing the framework for the
automation of reporting in the costing field.

4. Problem Statement
The footwear industry is growing rapidly around the
world (Arain et al., 2020; Chaudhry, Kalwar, et al., 2021;
Chaudhry, Khan, et al., 2021; Kalwar, Marri, & Khan,
2021; Kalwar, Shaikh, et al., 2020; Kalwar & Khan, 2020b,
2020a; Khan, Kalwar, et al., 2021) but in the context of
computerized automation, it lags. The usage of the newest
technology leads to increased performance, efficiency,
and cost-effectiveness (Arain et al., 2020; Chaudhry,
Kalwar, et al., 2021; Chaudhry, Khan, et al., 2021; Kalwar,
Marri, & Khan, 2021; Kalwar, Shaikh, et al., 2020; Kalwar
& Khan, 2020a, 2020b; Khan, Kalwar, et al., 2021). In this
era of machine learning and artificial intelligence, still,
in small and medium enterprises, reports with important
and sensitive calculations are prepared in Microsoft Excel
manually. Because of manual operation, the probability of
mistakes in the calculation is greater; at the same time,
correcting those mistakes is a time-consuming job that
adds no value to the process. In the planning and costing
department of ABC Footwear Company, preparation of
order costing and post-order costing reports was a timeconsuming job and the chance of mistakes was greater
as well. Therefore, it was decided to program its manual
operation in Microsoft Excelwith the help of VBA. After
the automation of mentioned report, the non-value-added
time will be saved. Most importantly, the reports produced
from the programmed spreadsheet will be error-free.

5. Research Methodology
This research is the representation of improvement that
has been made in the way (manual to automatic) the order
costing report was used to be prepared at ABC footwear
company of Lahore. Data regarding the calculations and
formation of both reports were obtained from the planning
and costing department. A Series of manual tasks used
to be performed while making the report was noted
down and their time study was conducted with the help
of stop watch. The equations and formulae which were
being used for order costing of footwear were presented
and explained. At the same time, various types of costs
included in the total order cost were also explained in
detail. The report was then automated by the use of visual
basic for applications in Microsoft Excel. At the various
stages of automated report formation, decision-making
was necessary and the decision was made by the use of
conditional statements i.e. if/else and case statements. IF
function allows the system to check if the value satisfies
the defined criteria, it returns the desired result and
another result is put in case of value doesn`t meet the
defined criteria (Blayney & Sun, 2019). Sometimes, there
are multiple conditions in the ‘if statement, and the result
are needed to be returned if both conditions come true
or one of the two. In that situation, logical operators e.g.
conjunction (And), disjunction (or), and negation (Not)
are used (Hart-Davis, 2005). When there are numerous
items in the worksheet and set of applied conditions is
applied on each of the rows containing item descriptions
and provided values; therefore, to decide among the
values of each item in each row down, the condition is
needed to be checked repeatedly in the same way row
by row so that the order to be procured can be calculated.
The term looping refers to the repetition of a block of
VBA statements for the number of times (Walkenbach,
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2015). For-Next Loop is the simplest type of loop. The
counter variable controls the looping, which starts from
1 and stops at another value (Walkenbach, 2015). If the
user wants the conditions to be repeated as much as the
number of items present in the worksheet, then the loop
would start at one and will stop at the counted number of
non-empty rows in the worksheet. The same logic has
been used in the procurement calculation mechanism. In
the same way, the transfer of data from one worksheet to
another was also conducted by the help for loop in this
report. Loop was repeated as many times as the number
of non-empty rows in the worksheet (of the data to be
transferred). Sometimes, when VBA code fails to run and
in that situation, Microsoft Excel gives an error which is
often un-understandable by the common (unfamiliar with
such systems) user. By the use of ‘On Error statement’
in VBA code (on error resume next) lets the user bypass
Microsoft Excel’s built-in error handling and it handles the
situation by executing the next task programmed in the
code (Walkenbach, 2013). Collected activities and their
recorded times were put in the Microsoft Excel in which
the average time of various activities was calculated on
the same time graphs were plotted in Microsoft Excel.
As per the old method of reports` formation, all the tasks
were performed manually in Microsoft Excel but with the
help of visual basic for applications, all the manual tasks
were programmed to be performed with just a few clicks.
Process flow charts of the programmed macros were
made in Microsoft Visio.

i = index refers to the number of leather items required for
the production of the shoe (i =1, 2, 3, …,n)

6. Order Costing

Parameters

The ultimate goal of any business is to multiply the
money in the form of profit irrespective of the nature of
the production. It is then essential for the business to be
aware of the instrument and its use is known as ‘cost’
(Şuteu et al., 2016). The cost management system is
consisted ofseveral developed methods for the planning
and controlling of cost so that the organizational goal
can be achieved (Keramatpanah et al., 2016). Among
the techniques of calculation of the cost of production
activities to be carried out in the factory, order costing
is one of the main techniques to estimate the cost to be
incurred on the received order.

N = Number of pairs of article k of colorj and size P

When the customers put an order, before the start of
production, the costing department was supposed to
prepare the order costing reports for the orders. With
the help of order costing reports, it is revealed that how
much material cost, labor cost, tooling cost, overheads,
and B-pair cost will be incurred on the specific order.
Estimated total cost on the particular order (number of
articles (shoes) of various colors and sizes) is calculated.
Estimation of total order cost includes the various formulae
which are given in the below-given headings with detailed
descriptions.

ETMC = total estimated material cost of the article k or
color j

Indices and the parameters are defined below which were
used to be used in the calculation of order costing.

ELC = total estimated cost of all lasting operations
performed on article k of color j

Indices

EMC = total estimated cost of all molding operations
performed on article k of color j

h = index refers to the number of shoe material items
required for the production of the shoe (h =1, 2, 3, …, p)
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j = index refers to the number of colors of the shoe to be
produced (j =1, 2, 3, …, m)
k = index refers to the number of articles (shoe type) in the
order (k =1, 2, 3, …, l)
o = index referring to the cutting operations performed on
the article k of color j (o = 1, 2, 3, …, q)
s = index referring to the sewing operations performed on
the article k of color j (s = 1, 2, 3, …, r)
g = index refereeing to the lasting operations to be
performed on the article k of color j (g = 1, 2, 3, …, L)
t = index referring to the hand stitching operations
performed on the article k of color j (t = 1, 2, 3, …, u)
v = index referring to the molding operations performed
on the article k of color j (v = 1, 2, 3, …, w)
x = index referring to the job work operations performed
on the article k of color j (x = 1, 2, 3, …, y)
P = index referring to the number of ordered sizes in the
article k of color j (P = 1, 2, 3, …, D)

EQ = estimated required quantity of the item h, i to be
used in the article j of color k
C= cost of the item h, i to be used in article k of color j
ELMC = estimated cost of leather items h to be used in
the article k of color j
ESMC = estimated cost of shoe material items h other
than leather to be used in the article k of color j

Cs = cost/second paid to the employee for producing an
article k of color j
ECC = total estimated cost of cutting operations performed
on article k of color j
ESC = total estimated cost of all stitching operations
performed on article k of color j

EHSC = total estimated cost of all hand stitching
operations performed on article k of color j
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EJWC = total estimated cost of all job work operations
performed on article k of color j
ETLC = total estimated labor cost for article k of color j
ET = estimated time (sec) taken by an operation (cutting,
stitching, lasting, job work, molding) on the article k
of colorj

Order consists of different articles of different sized and
leather colors; at the very first, a total number of pairs in
each article k, of the size of j and color of P is calculated
by the use of Equation (1).

OV =

O = factory overheads
SAD = selling and administration cost for producing kth
article of jth color
ZT = zakat tax for the produced kth article of jthcolor
LTC = cost of leather testing of kth article of jth color
TO = Total overheads for kth article of jth color
D = cost of cutting dies ordered for producing kth article
of jth color
LS = cost of lasts produced for producing kth article of jth
color
M = cost of molds produced for producing kth article of jth
color
CDC = total cost of dies used for kth article of jth color
LSC = Total cost of lasts produced for kth article of jth color
MDC = Total cost of molds produced for kth article of jth
color
TTC= total tooling cost incurred on kth article of jth color
OV = Order volume incurred on kth article of jth color
BPP = B-pair percentage incurred on kth article of jth color
BPC = B-pair cost incurred on kth article of jth color
ETC = Total estimated cost incurred on kth article of jth
color
ELCPP = estimated labor cost per pair incurred on
article of jth color

6.1. Total Number of Pairs

kth

EMCPP = estimated material cost per pair incurred on kth
article of jth color
OPP = overheads per pair incurred on kth article of jth color
TCPP = tooling cost per pair incurred on kth article of jth
color
BPCPP = B-pair cost per pair incurred on kth article of jth
color
ETCPP = total estimated cost per pair incurred on the
article k

D

m

N
∑ ∑ ∑ jPk (1)

k=1 P=1 j=1

6.2. Estimated Material Cost
Companies are needed to carry out the production at
competitive prices and manage their costs systematically
because of global completion and cost pressures
(Keramatpanah et al., 2016). Material is the most
important element the usage of which is highly essential
to be managed and controlled. Extra material usage,
defective production, and material wastage lead to
increased material costs.
Material for shoe manufacturing is mainly categorized into
two categories i.e. leather material and shoe material.
Most of the components of the shoe upper (vamp,
mudguard, chakwa, quarters, heel grip, back loops, eyelet
parts, tongue, and lining, etc.) are made from leather.
Initially, the leather components of the article (shoe)
are traced on the graph paper with the help of patterns
of various components of articles. Since the area is the
physical quantity for the measurement of leather that is
why the cost of leather is estimated per square foot; with
the help of Eq. (2), cost of leather is calculated for leather
component i of article color j of article k.
E L MC =

m

n

∑ ∑∑

k=1 j=1 i=1

(E Qijk xCijk )(2)

Other than leather upper, there are various other
components i.e. sole, in-socks, socks, laces, eyelets, etc.
which are combined to manufacture footwear articles.
The cost of items (h) other than leather can be calculated
by the help Eq. (3).
E S MC =

m

p

∑ ∑∑

k=1 j=1 h=1

(E Qhjk xChjk ) (3)

On summing up the estimated leather material cost
(ELMC) and estimated shoe material cost (ESMC), the
total estimated material cost (ETMC) is calculated given
in Eq. (4).
(4)
E T MC = (E L MC + E S MC )
Since the basic unit of footwear article (shoe) is a pair.
Thus, the estimated material cost per pair (EMCPP) is
calculated with the help of Eq. (5).
E MC PP =
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6.3. Estimated Labor Cost

EHSC =

Economists have always faced the dilemma in carrying
out conceptual and empirical work on labor cost: Data
capable of supporting tests of sophisticated theoretical
propositions are often inaccessible or non-existent (Antos,
1983). Indeed some of the SMEs (small and mediumscale enterprises) face difficulty when determining the
production cost and their calculated cost usually indicated
underpricing or over-pricing (Howard et al., 2019). Every
employer is concerned about labor costs—i.e. higher
wage rates and employee benefits. An attractive package
is essential for inducing people to apply for jobs and to
work hard, but it will also be subtracted from the employer’s
revenue and thus reduce profits (Hamermesh, 2014).
There are various stages of shoe manufacturing (cutting,
stitching, hand stitching, lasting, Job work, and molding)
in which there is the need for labor cost. Equations from
(6) to (11) are used for the calculation of labor cost at
various stages of shoe manufacturing.
6.3.1. Estimated Cutting Cost
Leather material, fusing cloth, the foam used in
lining, elastic, etc. materials to be used in the shoe
manufacturing are cut on the cutting press with the help
of already designed cutting dies. At the time of cutting the
components, a time study of each operation is conducted.
ECC =

m

q

∑ ∑∑

k=1 j=1 o=1

(E Tojk x C s)(6)

It is not only footwear upper cutting but there are postcutting operations as well i.e. skiving, stamping, splitting,
marking, and embossing which are performed on each of
the components. The time of these all operations is also
recorded with the help of a stopwatch. The collective time
of cutting with all required operations as mentioned above
is termed as the total cutting time of an article k of color j
which can be calculated by the use of (6).
6.3.2. Estimated Stitching Cost
When the whole material of an article is cut, it is then
dispatched to the stitching department where all the cut
parts are assembled to make a shoe upper (show without
sole). In upper stitching, the operations and their time
study vary from article to article.
E SC =

m

r

∑ ∑∑

k=1 j=1 s=1

(E Tsjk x C s) (7)

The time of each operation s of the stitching section is
recorded and the sum of time of all the operations is called
the stitching time of an article k as can be calculated by
(7).
6.3.3. Estimated Hand Stitching Cost
Post bed single needle, double needle, and various other
stitching machines are used in the stitching department
but due to the requirement of particular articles, their
chakwa/vamp is stitched via hand stitching.
34

m

u

∑ ∑∑(

k=1 j=1 t=1

E Ttjk x C s) (8)

This operation is outsourced because the hand stitching
work is not usual in the day-to-day orders. The time of
each operation is noted and the contractors are paid
accordingly. The cost of the hand stitching of an article is
calculated by (8).
6.3.4. Estimated Molding Cost
The molding section is supposed to mold the soles
of different articles. The cost of molding an article is
calculated by (9).
EMC =

m

w

∑ ∑∑

k=1 j=1 v=1

(E Tvjk x C s) (9)

When the soles are molded, they are dispatched to the
lasting department thereafter for the lasting of the article.
6.3.5. Estimated Lasting Cost
Lasting is the section of shoe manufacturing in which the
sole is attached to the shoe upper. Lasting consists of
the series of operations (g). In this section, the shoe is
finished and packed into boxes.

ELC =

m

L

∑ ∑∑

k=1 j=1 g=1

(E Tgjk x C s)

(10)

The time of all the operations is recorded and is called the
lasting time of an article; which can be calculated by (10).
6.3.6. Total Estimated Labor Cost
The addition of estimated cutting, stitching, hand stitching,
molding, and lasting costs is called the total estimated
labor cost as given in (11).
E T L C = (ECC + E SC + E L C + E MC + E H SC ) (11)
The total estimated labor cost per pair can be calculated
by (12).
E L C PP =

ETLC
(12)
OV

6.4. Overheads
Generally, overheads are calculated by summing up the
indirect labor cost, expenses, and indirect material costs
(Choudhary, 2010). The addition of factory overheads
(O), administration and selling cost (SAD), zakat tax (ZT),
and the cost of leather testing are termed as the total
overheads.
TO =

O + S A Dk + Z Tk + L Tck) (13)
∑( k

k=1

Total overheads per pair can be calculated by (14).
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TO
OV (14)

OPP =

6.5. Tooling Cost
The required tools for the manufacturing of shoes are
cutting dies/knives, shoe lasts, and molds. The cost
of each of the tools is calculated in the below-given
equations.
6.5.1. Cost of Cutting Dies
Manufacturing of cutting dies is outsourced from already
selected vendors. Cutting Dies/knives (made of steel) are
manufactured as per the shapes of different components
of the articles. Cutting Dies/knives (a) are manufactured
for each of the size (P) of the specific article. Their cost
can be calculated by (15).

CDC =

D

∑ ∑

k=1 P=1

DPk (15)

6.5.2. Cost of Lasts
Lasts are put in the shoe upper when the lasting operations are performed thereof. The cost of lasts can be
calculated by (16).

L SC =

D

∑ ∑

k=1 P=1

L SPk(16)

6.5.3. Cost of Molds
Molds (e) are used for making the sole of an article (k) of
size (P). The molding cost for an article can be calculated
by (17).
MDC =

D

∑ ∑

k=1 P=1

MPk (17)

6.6. Cost of B-pair
In every industry, the cost of defective products is always
included in the total cost of an article. The percentage of
b-pairs varies from company to company. It is calculated
by multiplying the b-pair percentage (BPP) with the cost
of shoe material as given in (20).

BPC =

m

p

∑ ∑∑

k=1 j=1 h=1

(E Qhjk xChjk )x B PP(20)

B-pair cost per pair can be calculated by (21).

B P C PP =

B P C (21)
OV

6.7. Estimated Total Cost
Since, the footwear industry is one of those industries, in
which the manufacturing processes for every order are
different, especially in the stitching section. The stitching
processes to be performed on the leather upper change
with the nature and design of the article (i.e. sports shoes,
long shoes, casual shoes, Slippers, etc.). Since the operations vary with the design and nature of the article; thus,
the time consumed on those operations will also vary.
Process time variation is associated with the labor cost
and the labor cost is viewed as the total cost for employing labor in the firm for the production of goods (Antos,
1983). On increasing labor costs, instant options for employers are either to absorb the extra cost or downsize
the firm (Hamermesh, 2014).The sum of estimated total
material cost, estimated total labor cost, total overheads,
total tooling cost, and the b-pair cost is termed as the estimated total cost as given in (22).
E T C = (E T MC + E T L C + T O + T T C + B P C )(22)
T C PP =

E T C (23)
OV

The estimated total cost per pair of an article can be
calculated by (23).

6.5.4. Total Tooling Cost
Total tooling cost can be calculated by adding, cost of cutting dies, cost of lasts, and cost of molds together as by
(18).
T T C = (C D C + L SC + M D C ) (18)
Tooling cost per pair can be calculated with the help of
eq. (19).

T C PP =

T TC
(19)
OV

7. Existing Method for Making Order Costing Report
In small and medium business enterprises, Microsoft
Excel is a major application used for the reporting purpose
even if, there is the facility of enterprise resource planning
software. Similarly, in the case of a company (medium
enterprise), Microsoft Excel has been used as the office
reporting application. Table 1 represents the series of
manual activities needed to make the order costing
report in Microsoft Excel. The activities to make the order
costing report of articles k of colors j include the same
activities; that’s why the repeated activities are avoided
to be mentioned. Table 1 contains activities to make the
report of only one article with only one color.
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Table 1: Time study of the various tasks which are performed to make the order costing report.
Notations
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
b8
b9
b10
b11
b12
b13
b14
b15
b16
b17
b18
b19
b20
b21
b22
b23
b24
b25
b26
b27
b28
b29
b30
b31
b32
b33
b34
b35
b36
b37
b38
b39
b40
b41
b42
b43
b44
b45
Total Time

Obs.1
(Sec)

Obs.2
(Sec)

Obs.3
(Sec)

Obs.4
(Sec)

Obs.5
(Sec)

Obs.6
(Sec)

Obs.7
(Sec)

Obs.8
(Sec)

Obs.9
(Sec)

Obs.10
(Sec)

Mean Time
(Sec)

47.7
12.92
8.25
6.4
5.47
21.39
5.47
2.6
5.02
12.46
76.19
29.48
39.95
13.74
4.66
6.17
2.88
3.15
9.33
16.28
2.42
1.99
14.94
65.46
14.74
4.93
4.93
5.53
12.17
4.3
5.77
5.78
2.56
267.01
47.38
5.71
11.25
6.51
51.93
62.73
79.51
5.49
4.72
10.28
82.08

39.54
12.81
10.41
5.94
6.21
21.58
6.21
2.57
5.07
10.2
45.65
36.18
41.67
13.68
3.92
7.74
4.9
3.07
17.2
16.67
3.04
1.75
10.65
72.27
18.09
5.84
5.84
3.61
10.72
6.76
4.41
4.9
2.57
218.24
47
6.75
11.19
9.21
76.83
88.8
66.81
9.09
4.26
7.97
108.17

43.86
6.89
8.13
6.07
6.75
20.88
6.75
2.88
3.05
11.88
62.49
36.94
34.51
18.15
7.26
7.08
4.1
2.9
13.11
16.93
2.5
2.17
16.9
49.01
18.47
5.83
5.83
4.64
12.52
6.17
5.91
3.61
3.01
91.09
51.65
7.35
9.98
9.36
69.49
46.13
71.1
5.7
5.3
9.37
95.47

47.08
7.84
9.34
6.99
7.88
20.4
7.88
3.81
5.03
10.84
68.12
22.31
39.67
13.64
5.16
5.99
3.37
2.04
16.84
16.77
2.12
1.82
11.91
58.26
11.155
5.52
5.52
4.57
11.72
6.56
4.36
6.97
2.61
188.1
44.15
7.48
7.83
4.72
57.22
49.79
59.42
5.81
4.67
9.08
144.49

39.04
8.86
10.2
8.58
7.1
18.68
7.1
2.45
5.38
9.37
78.66
35.98
40.62
16.08
4.14
6.09
3.1
2.12
17.4
17.04
2.35
1.95
14.19
65.66
17.99
4.67
4.67
4.5
10.93
4.87
6.46
4.66
3.47
138.19
47.41
8.59
9.38
10.1
55.12
77.06
56.65
7.28
4.01
10.41
96.68

31.23
15.83
8.27
5.6
7.5
18.72
7.5
4.91
4.76
8.05
60.97
28.54
42.9
13.58
5.24
5.35
3.3
3.7
20.38
17.97
2.56
2.12
12.98
44.69
14.27
4.93
4.93
4.24
9.88
4.93
5.27
5.61
2.98
210.56
47.39
6.84
8.75
7.54
52.08
62.37
65.48
4.35
5.05
9.42
149.99

41.43
11.94
12.91
4.89
5.63
22.44
5.63
3.68
4.4
11.17
73.25
26.93
38.14
14.07
6.23
6.22
5.06
3.05
13.67
14.81
2.78
2.02
10.63
68.64
13.465
4.98
4.98
6
12.45
7.63
5.86
5.04
2.79
99.28
51.84
7.86
6.55
8.47
47.92
63.27
58.89
5.65
4.3
6.86
114.08

43.63
13.7
10.52
6.96
4.14
19.07
4.14
2.7
5.99
10.93
74.03
22.82
41.3
14.29
6.18
5.58
3.87
2.72
16.13
14.07
3.56
1.91
9.8
61.28
11.41
6.52
6.52
5.72
11.64
6.27
5.27
6.57
1.12
134.49
45.77
9.05
8.12
6.79
64.08
46.5
73.12
8.21
31.92
9.96
111.58

43.92
13.91
10.46
5.41
4.96
22
4.96
3.8
4.65
8.59
78.86
36.92
34.72
17.39
5.47
7.93
4.08
2.64
12.75
12.46
2.18
1.54
10.75
71.17
18.46
4.3
4.3
5.21
11.55
4.78
4.84
6.79
3.2
184.22
49.76
7.22
7.19
12.69
79.6
51.17
69.64
6.43
4.1
8.81
134.88

40.05
15.29
7.8
6.38
7.61
16.39
7.61
3.08
4.89
11.5
66.21
26.14
41.31
14.28
4.5
7.97
4.76
2.18
14.97
13.11
2.56
1.76
12.15
55.74
13.07
5.05
5.05
3.85
12.97
5.56
6.63
3.76
2.07
200.99
45.82
8.58
9.78
12.62
71.91
67.51
60.29
6.57
5.21
6.28
134.23

41.748
11.999
9.629
6.322
6.325
20.155
6.325
3.248
4.824
10.499
68.443
30.224
39.479
14.89
5.276
6.612
3.942
2.757
15.178
15.611
2.607
4.787
12.49
61.218
15.112
5.257
5.257
4.787
11.655
5.783
5.478
5.369
2.638
173.217
47.817
7.543
9.002
8.801
62.618
61.533
66.091
6.458
7.354
8.844
117.165
1042.367

Notations

b5 = Insert column ‘B’ and put a header on it (Item)

b1 = Download transaction from Microsoft Dynamics AX
into Microsoft Excel

b6 = Merge item number (C) + configuration (B) + size (D)
+ color (E) by =concatenate formulae

b2 = Filter Warehouse column `G` with “EXP WH”, “Lthr
SMP” and “FWH”

b7 = Copy all the values of merge columns and paste as
values in the same column

b3 = Delete Filtered rows

b8 = Delete columns from C:D

b4 = Remove Autofilter mode

b9 = Delete values from E and F column
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b10= Put headers on the E and F column ‘Article’ and
‘Color’ respectively.
b11 = open the workbook containing the sale order detail
b12 = Apply =vlookup formulae and put the article (C) and
color (D) against the prod#

b36 = Put Sale price/pair
b37 = Put total leather cost of each article
b38 = Put total shoe material cost of each article
b39 = Put total labor cost of each article

b13 = Convert the data (A:F) into a pivot table

b40 = Put total tooling cost of each article

b14 = Copy all the data from the pivot table and paste it
next to it

b41 = Put the overheads of each article

b15 = Delete the pivot table
b16 = Delete the last row of pasted data containing Grand
Total

b42 = Put B-Pair Cost of each article
b43 = Calculate cost/pair for all the individual sub totals
of each article

b17 = Insert row and put the color of the article at the top

b44 = Calculate the total cost and total cost/pair of each
article

b18 = Merge three cells to the right on the same row

b45 = Put the picture of the article

b19 = Put Headers on the columns (Item, quantity, cost/
item, total cost)

The order costing report of only one article having one
color used to take 1042.367 s (17.37 min). With the help
of activities given in Table 1, the time to make the order
costing report can be estimated. Figure1 represents the
mean time incurred on the activities.

b20 = Insert above two rows for putting the article name
and its ordered pairs
b21 = Insert one row below the headers
b22 = Merge the cells below the headers to put the
number of pairs of an article on the specific color
b23 = Put the pairs of the article of the required color
b24 = Open the workbook containing the costs of all items
b25 = Apply =vlookup to pick the cost of each item present
in another work
b26 = Calculate the consumption of item per pair
b27 = Calculate the total cost of each item required for
the article
b28 = Put the sub totals for leather material cost
b29 = Put the totals for the Overall material cost of the
article of the specific color
b30 = Put the interior color in the headers` row and make
its font bold
b31 = Put the interior color in the row of sub totals and
make its font bold
b32 = Put the interior color in row Totals and make its font
bold
b33 = Make the article bold, along with its pairs
b34 = Make up the data backup of this report for postorder analysis
b35 = Copy and paste the format of summary in the
summary worksheet of the report

Figure 1: Mean time the various tasks which are performed to
prepare the order costing report.

8. Suggested Method for Preparation of
Order Costing Report
Because of manual reporting in Microsoft Excel, a lot of
time was used to be spent on the formation of reports, and
the purchasing department used to wait because of many
order costing reports in the queue. Since, waiting cost is
associated with queues (Kalwar et al., 2018; Kalwar, Mari,
et al., 2020; Kalwar, Marri, Khan, et al., 2021; Kalwar,
Memon, et al., 2021; Khan, Khaskheli, et al., 2021a,
2021b; Khaskheli et al., 2020), thus it was decided to
automate the order costing report. The procedure to make
an order costing report was manual e.g. organization of
data, its calculation, and the report formation. Because of
manual procedure, there was a greater chance of error. At
the same time, doing repetitive tasks and error correction
leads to the employees` frustration and irritation. Because
of the above-mentioned reasons, the order costing
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report was targeted for automation. Two userforms were
designed to execute the macros behind the automation of
the targeted report.

non-availability of the price of any material used in the
articles is checked during the formation of the report.

Userform can be opened by pressing Ctrl + q.When this
form appears, the user is required to select (options given
in the combo-box) the type of report he wants to make
and click the command button ‘Go’; it will lead the user to
another form given in Figure 2.

Table 2: Worksheets required for the preparation of automated
order costing report.
Sr. #

Name of the Worksheet

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Summary
Raw Data
Cross Check
Articles
Sale Order Detial
Mat Price List
LOH
Transaction Backup
PCS Final Result

In the ‘LOH’ worksheet, the data regarding the labor cost,
overheads, molding, and tooling cost is already entered.
In ‘Transaction Backup’, the backup of the basic data as
given in Figure 5 is kept automatically with the help of the
VBA macro. In the ‘PCS Final Result’ worksheet, the data
obtained from the order costing report is automatically
converted into the required format so that it can be used
in the post-order costing report. In the ‘Summary’ worksheet, the summary of the order costing report is calculated with the help of VBA macros.
Figure 2: Userform leading to the commands (macros) for
making the order costing report.

Userform presented in Figure 3 consists of the command
buttons having macros at their back which can be executed with just one click.

8.2. Basic Data for Order Costing
At the very first, the data regarding the specific order is
obtained from the Microsoft Dynamics AX by putting the
specific range of production numbers. The data which is
obtained has the fields and structure like the data is presented in Figure 4.

8.3. Take Out the Articles and Their Colors
The flowchart in Figure 5 explains the visual basic for
application (VBA) code for taking out the articles, their
colors along with their quantities. Firstly, items are filtered
having the description i.e. shoe box. All the filtered rows
are copied to the ‘Articles’ worksheet and in the active
sheet, the range of columns (B:E) is deleted. The ‘-’
sign with the quantity is replaced with the blanks; then
the range of columns (B:C) is inserted. Headers are put
on the columns and with the help of for loop the article
numbers and their colors are put in columns B and C by
the applying ‘=vlookup’ formula.
Figure 3: Commands menu for preparation of the order costing
report.

8.1. Worksheets in the File and Their Purpose
The automated template made for the order costing
report consists of nine worksheets as shown in Table 2.
In ‘Raw Data’ Worksheet. ‘Articles’ worksheets are used
for data calculation. The data which is used to be fetched
up is put into ‘Sale Order Detail’, `Mat Price List`, and
`LOH` worksheets. In the ‘Cross Check’ worksheet, the
38

The whole data is converted to the pivot table and the
articles and colors are copied from the pivot table
thereafter as can be seen in Figure 6.
The pivot table is deleted manually by the user himself.
The article numbers, article colors, and total pairs of each
of the articles are put in the last column headed with a
total.
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Figure 4: Transaction data required for the preparation of order costing report.

Figure 5: Process flowchart of the VBA code for taking out the articles, their colors along with their quantities.

Figure 6: Result of VBA code as given flowchart of Figure 4.

8.4. Organization of Basic Data
After the articles are revealed along with their ordered
colors and total quantities, the basic data (see Figure 6)
is organized in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet as per the
requirement of the report. At the very first, the auto-filter
mode is removed and the backup of the basic data is
copied into the ‘transaction backup’ worksheet. The data
is then filtered into the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet with multiple
criteria i.e. ‘EXP WH, Lthr SMP, FWH, and the filtered rows
are deleted. Auto-filter mode is removed again and after
inserting column B, four columns containing item number,

configuration, size, and color are merged into column B
with the help of for loop. Columns from C to F are deleted
and the first row is inserted to put the headers. Negative
sign from the values of quantity is removed and the article
numbers and their colors are picked up from the ‘Sale
Order Detail’ worksheet with the help of the ‘=vlookup’
formula. All the data is converted into the pivot table and
the whole data from the pivot table is copied and pasted
next to it as can be seen in Figure 8.
The pivot table in Figure 8 is supposed to be deleted by
the user himself to step ahead.
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Figure 7: Flowchart representing the code for the organization of basic data.

Figure 8: The result of the code is represented by the flowchart given in Figure 5.

8.5. Cross Check the Material Prices
When leather and shoe material items are taken out for the
different articles and their colors, it is necessary to verify
that the prices of all items to be used in the manufacturing
of different articles of different colors are available in the
material price list.

40

All the items are transferred with the help of for loop
in the ‘Cross check’ worksheet and the prices of items
are picked up from the ‘Mat Price List’ by applying the
‘=vlookup’ formula. When the prices of all the items are
picked up, then those items are filtered which have no
price value (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9: flowchart representing the code for cross-checking availability of the material prices of items in order costing report.

Figure 10: Cross-checking of material prices as per the code represented by Figure 8.

8.6. Make the cells with Article Number Yellow
and Keep Data Backup
The flowchart presented in Figure 11 represents the visual
basic for applications code for putting the cell interior color
as yellow (RGB (255, 255, 0)) and marking the font as
bold wherever the value of the cell is ‘Lthr Store’ or ‘Shoe
Mat’ in the first column. This whole process is conducted
with the help of for loop executed as much as the number
of rows present in the active worksheet i.e. Raw Data
worksheet.
Soon after the completion of the above-discussed process, the last row of the active worksheet containing
‘total’ is deleted and the backup of data as can be seen

in Figure 12 is copied to the ‘cross check’ worksheet; so
that repetition of the already carried out process can be
avoided.

8.7. Put Headers, Article Number, and Warehouse
Now it was necessary to put the headers, article numbers,
and warehouse which will be used for putting final headers
and totals in upcoming macros. The flowchart presented
in Figure 13 is used for putting the article numbers, and
warehouse as can be seen in Figure 14.
These all the processes were done with the help of for loop
(see Figure 13).

Figure 11: Flowchart representing the code for putting the interior color into the targeted cells and copying the data into another worksheet as a second backup.
Journal of Applied Research in Technology & Engineering, 3(1): 29-59, 2022
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Figure 12: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 11.

Figure 13: Flowchart representing the code for further organization of data and for inserting the column containing warehouse.

8.8. Count Rows of Each Article
A macro which is represented by Figure 15 is used for
counting the number of rows of leather and shoe material
of each article with the help of ‘countifs’ function (see
Figure 15).

42

The counted values are put into the ‘Articles’ worksheet
against each article (see columns H and I in Figure 16).
This data will help of totaling the leather and shoe material in upcoming macros.
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Figure 14: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 13.

8.9. Insert Headers and Columns
For loop in the macro presented in the flowchart (see
Figure 17) will run as much as the articles in the ‘Articles’
worksheet. In the macro, a variable called ‘addrows’ is
used to move the loop downwards for inserting the 3 rows
after each article data. At the same time, headers i.e. item
description, pairs, color, and article are put before the
starting of data of each article (see Figure 18).

Those cells containing the value = Article or warehouse,
are merged with the empty cells below them (see
Figure 18), their horizontal and vertical alignment is set
to center. Furthermore, the colors of each article and
‘Req. Qty’ as header, below which the quantity of the color is to be put.
Moreover, 2 columns before and 4 columns after every
color of an article are inserted in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet as can be seen in Figure 18.

Figure 15: Flowchart representing the code for putting headers in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

Figure 16: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 15.
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Figure 17: Flowchart representing the code for inserting the columns as the quantity of the colors in the specific order.

Figure 18: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 17.

8.10. P
 ut and Format the Headings of Each
Article
The flowchart in Figure 19 represents the code that was
used to put the headers on each color of each article
which can be seen in Figure 20. For loop has been used
in this code, the loop is executed as much as the number
of articles in the ‘Articles’ worksheet. Variable i.e. addrows
has been used for moving the loop down from article to
article. The cells containing the color description and
quantity were merged with the blank cells around them in
the same rows (see Figure 20).

pairs of different colors of different articles are pasted. As
the number of pairs given in T4 and J48 (see Figure 22)
are pasted into S7 and I51 respectively as shown in
Figure 22. For loop is used in the code represented by
flowchart (given in Figure 21). A Variable called ‘addrows’
is used to move down from an article to an article for
pasting the quantity.
The same procedure is repeated for all the colors of the
articles in order.

8.12. Drag Pairs of Each Color of Each Article

At the same time, cells containing headers are formatted
by putting the interior color (RGB (1996, 215, 155)) and
borders were formatted with continuous borders with
thick weight as can be seen in Figure 20. Moreover, the
horizontal and vertical alignment of the headers (of each
article with each color) was set to the center.

After the quantity of pairs of each article is pasted, another
macro is executed which is represented by the flowchart
given in Figure 23. In the column i.e. ‘Total Pairs’ the for
loop is executed to drag the pasted values in the can be
seen in the highlighted columns (see Figure 24).

8.11. Paste Pairs of Each Color of Each Article

The same procedure is repeated for all the colors of the
articles in order with the help of for loop execute as much
as the number of rows in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

The flowchart presented in Figure 21 represents the
visual basic for applications (VBA) code by which the
44
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Figure 19: Flowchart representing the code for putting the values in the ‘Raw Data worksheet’.

Figure 20: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 19.

Figure 21: Flowchart representing the code for pasting pairs in ‘Raw Data’ worksheet from the ‘Articles’ worksheet.
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Figure 22: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 21.

Figure 23: Flowchart representing the code for dragging the pasted pairs in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

Figure 24: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 23.

8.13. Insert Article Numbers and Headings for
Totals
In the code represented by the flowchart given in
Figure 25; the values from the first row are erased and
another row inserted. Furthermore, the values of the
article are pasted with the prefix i.e. ‘Article #’. The font
of pasted entries is made bold. In the next row of the last
item of every article, the header of ‘Total Cost’ is put and
its font is made bold after putting the interior color (RGB
(216, 228, 188)). In last the row below the total is inserted
as can be seen in Figure 26.
46

Above discussed amendments are made in every article
included in the order costing report shown in Figure 26.

8.14. Putting Continuous Thin Borders
VBA code represented by the flowchart given in Figure 27,
was used for putting continuous thin borders on all the cells
containing items description and the associated values.
At the same time,the background color of two rows above
every article detail (as rows 1, 2 47, and 48 in Figure 28)
was formatted white as can be seen in Figure 28.
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Figure 25: Flowchart representing the code for putting the article details in ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

Figure 26: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 25.

Figure 27: Flowchart representing the code for putting a thin border on the filled cells of the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

Figure 28: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 27.
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8.15. C
 alculation of Various Parameters of
Every Color of Each Article
With the help of the VBA code represented by the
flowchart given in Figure 29, the material cost is picked
from the ‘Mat Price List’ worksheet by applying vlookup
formulae; furthermore, consumption, required quantity,
and total cost of the items to be used in the specific color
of an article are calculated (see Figure 29).
In the same way, the above-mentioned parameters are
calculated for each color of every article by the use of For
loop which is repeated as many times as the number of
rows present in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet as mentioned
in the flowchart (see Figure 29)
After the calculation for all the colors of every article, the
total required quantity and total cost of each item to be
used in the article in its various colors are calculated as

can be seen in the column AC and AD (see Figure 30).
The total required quantity and the total cost is calculated
for each of the article present in the order costing report.

8.16. Delete Pair Columns
When all the parameters are calculated (i.e. required
quantity, consumption, and total cost of items), there is no
need for columns I, N, S, X (see Figure 30).
With the help of the VBA code presented in the flowchart
given in Figure 31, the columns headed with ‘Total Pairs’
were deleted as can be seen in Figure 32.

8.17. Put The Totals
A look at Figure 33 indicates that the totals are missing in
the report; the VBA code presented by the flowchart given

Figure 29: Flowchart representing the code for inserting the pairs and the calculation of items` consumption and total cost of articles in
‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

Figure 30: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 29.
48
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in Figure 33 was used for putting the totals in the order
costing report.
One total of leather material cost for each of the articles
was calculated as can be seen in Figure 34. Moreover,
the totals for shoe material cost for each color of every
article were calculated (see Figure 34).
The same activities were repeated for every article with
the help of Loop (see Figure 33).

8.18. Remove Zero Values from Totals
Since unnecessary zeros are looking awkward in the
report (see Figure 34); thus it was necessary to remove
these only zeros from the row presenting totals. VBA code
presented by the flowchart given in Figure 35 was used
for erasing zeros from the report.
It can be seen in Figure 36 that all the single zeros are
removed from the report; this process is repeated on all
the articles present in the order costing report by the use
of for loop (see Figure 35).

Figure 31: Flowchart representing the code for deleting the columns containing pairs of articles in the ‘Raw Data worksheet’.

Figure 32: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 31.

Figure 33: Flowchart representing the code for putting the totals in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.
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Figure 34: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 33.

Figure 35: flowchart representing the code for erasing zeros from the totals in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

Figure 36: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 35.

8.19. Copy Total Cost
In the process of making a summary of the order costing
report, leather and shoe material costs will be needed;
therefore, the mentioned costs of each article were
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transferred to the ‘Articles’ worksheet with the help of the
VBA code represented by the flowchart given in Figure 37.
Leather and shoe material costs of all the articles were
transferred to the ‘Articles’ worksheet against their article
numbers as can be seen in Figure 38.
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Figure 37: Flowchart representing the code for coping the total cost from ‘Raw Data’ worksheet to the articles worksheet.

Figure 38: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 37.

Figure 39: Flowchart representing the code for putting the missing prices of items in the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet.

8.20. Report Editing in Case of Missing Data

8.21. Edit Rates of the Items If Remaining

Since all the worksheets are integrated while the report
is prepared with the help of VBA macros. Due to missing
data i.e. material prices, the order costing report was not
acceptable. This problem was confronted by the user
that on the completion of the report if the material price
of any item was missing then he was supposed to make
the whole report again. To resolve that problem, a set of
macros was programmed to edit the report when it was
completely made. The VBA macros are presented in the
form of flowcharts in the below-given headings.

VBA Code already presented in Figure 29 was modified
and used at this stage. With the help of the VBA code,
as presented in Figure 39, material price from the ‘Mat
Price List’ worksheet was picked against the various
items of each article. At the same time,the individual cost
of each item of each color for an article and the total cost
of each item in the article was calculated. Both costs were
calculated for whole items and articles in the same way as
shown in Figure 30.
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8.22. P
 ut Totals, Eliminate Zeros and Copy
Total Cost

8.23. C
 opy Paste Result of the Order Costing
Data

Total leather cost and the shoe material cost were
calculated again after the recalculation of the cost of
items. The same VBA code was used for putting the
totals as shown in the flowchart given in Figure 33. After
putting the totals, unnecessary zeros were erased by
the use of code as presented in the flowchart given in
Figure 35. Similar to the initial procedure, the total leather
and shoe material costs of each article which were put in
the ‘Articles’ worksheet were replaced by new total cost
values. VBA code for transferring the total costs was used
as same as presented in the flowchart given in Figure 36.

After some passage of time of preparation of order
costing report, the post order costing report is prepared
when the order is complete; the objective of making two
reports of the same order is to see the difference between
the estimated and actual cost incurred on the article; so
that extra incurred cost on the article can be highlighted.
In this regard, when the whole order costing report is
prepared except its summary; then the data to be used in
the post order costing report is prepared and it is copied in
the ‘PCS Final Result’ worksheet sot that it can be used at
the time of preparing the post order costing report.

Figure 40: Flowchart representing the code for preparing the data of order costing report for the post-order costing report and paste it
into the ‘PCS Final Result’ worksheet.

Figure 41: The result produced by the code is represented in Figure 40.
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VBA code presented in the flowchart given in Figure 40,
by the help of this code, article number, total required
quantity of all items with their total cost are copied (see
Figure 41) to the ‘PCS Final Result’ worksheet with the
help of for loop (see Figure 40). Furthermore, in the first
column of the worksheet, the proposal is written (see
Figure 41) due to the requirement of the post-order costing report.

8.24. Prepare the Summary
After the copying, the data in ‘PCS Final Result’ for use of
post-order costing report, a summary of the order costing
report is required to be made. Blank ‘Summary’ worksheet
can be seen in Figure 42.

task of putting prices was manual because they were
obtained from the marketing department on the paper.
8.24.1. Copy Summary Format for Articles
When the prices are entered into the ‘Articles’ worksheet
then the summary is prepared by clicking the command
button i.e. Summary (see Figure 2). The last two macros
for completing the summary are executed by clicking the
mentioned command button.
The first macro is represented by the flowchart given in
Figure 43. On the execution of the macro, the summary
panels equal to the number of articles present in the ‘Articles’ worksheet is inserted in the summary worksheet
(see Figure 44).
8.24.2. Put Values in the Summary Format
VBA code represented by the flowchart given in Figure 46
is used for putting all the required details in the summary
as shown in Figure 47. Sale price, leather cost, and
material cost are obtained from the last three columns of
the ‘Articles’ worksheet (see Figure 45). Total labor cost
is the sum of cutting, stitching, hand stitching, c.stitching,
molding, job work, and lasting costs (see Figure 46). Total
labor cost is copied from the ‘LOH’ worksheet against
every article in the ‘Summary’ worksheet.

Figure 42: Look at the ‘Summary’ worksheet before pasting the
summary table as per the number of articles.

To start the process of making a summary, article prices
are necessary to be put in the ‘Articles’ worksheet in
the row next to the last non-empty row. Every time the
user does not need to put the price of articles ‘L’ column
because the number of colors varies with each order. The

Overheads of the specific article are also copied from
the ‘LOH’ worksheet against every article. B-Pair cost is
calculated by computing the 1.5% of total material cost; it
is the standard of the case company.
At the same time, the cost per pair of each parameter is
calculated (see Figure 48).

Figure 43: Addition of article price in the ‘Articles’ worksheet.

Figure 44: Flowchart representing the code for copying the format of an order costing summary as per the number of articles present in
the order.
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8.25. Time Taken by the Suggested Method to
Make the Report
A Time study of the order costing report was conducted
when it was completely implemented. Time study for the
order costing report was carried out accordingly with the
time taken by each command button (see Figure 2) to execute the code at its back. The time study was conducted
on those orders which were consisted of one article with
only one color.
Notations
c1= Download transaction from Microsoft Dynamics AX
into Microsoft Excel
c2= Time consumed to take out the articles
c3= Delete the pivot table
c4= Time consumed to organize raw data
c5= Delete the pivot table
c6= Time consumed to finalize the report
c7= Time consumed to add the price
c8= Time consumed to add the values of labor cost,
overheads, and tooling cost

Figure 45: The result is produced by the code.

c9= Time consumed for making the summary
At the very first, basic data from Microsoft Dynamics AX is
downloaded in Microsoft Excel, then articles are taken out
along with their colors by clicking the ‘Articles?’ command
button (see Figure 3); pivot table is deleted manually;
command button ‘Org. Data’ is clicked and then the pivot
table is deleted manually. Furthermore, the command
button ‘Finalize Report’ is clicked to prepare the ‘Raw
Data’ worksheet completely; after the completion of
the ‘Raw Data’ worksheet, article prices and labor cost
are added into the specific worksheets as mentioned
earlier in previous headings. In last, the command button
‘Summary’ is clicked to make the summary of the report
and with this click, the order costing report is completed.
The total time incurred on the report by the suggested
method was calculated to be 136.2 sec (2.45 min).

Figure 46: Look atthe LOH worksheet.

Table 2: Time study of the various activities involved in making the order costing report as per the suggested method.

Activity
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
Total
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Obs.1
(Sec)

Obs.2
(Sec)

Obs.3
(Sec)

Obs.4
(Sec)

Obs.5
(Sec)

Obs.6
(Sec)

Obs.7
(Sec)

Obs.8
(Sec)

Obs.9
(Sec)

Obs.10
(Sec)

47.7
4.48
4.66
10.56
4.66
13.0
5.22
58.2
5.47

39.5
5.63
3.92
4.5
3.92
8.36
4.63
58.9
5.16

43.8
4.29
7.26
7.74
7.26
10.6
3.76
65.4
5.3

47.0
5.12
5.16
7.31
5.16
9.28
4.48
46.3
6.03

39.0
2.86
4.14
9.72
4.14
13.7
4.49
62.9
5.56

31.2
4.67
5.24
8.25
5.24
12.4
4.24
66.5
5.38

41.4
5.51
6.23
9.09
6.23
10.6
3.5
60.9
4.75

43.6
3.47
6.18
9.64
6.18
10
4.72
62.9
4.99

43.9
6.09
5.47
5.82
5.47
8.05
3.82
67.1
4.96

40.0
4.92
4.5
12.88
4.5
10.3
3.78
60.5
5.61

Mean
Time
(Sec)
41.7
4.70
5.276
8.55
5.276
10.6
4.26
61.0
5.32
146.682
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Figure 47: Flowchart representing the code for putting the values in the summary of an order costing report in the ‘Summary’ worksheet.

9. Comparison of Existing And Suggested
Methods
Preparation of the order costing (Order of one article
with color) in the old/existing method takes 1042.367 sec
(17.37 min) whereas, by the new method, it takes 146.682
sec (2.45 min). 85.92% of the time used to be incurred
on the report manually was saved by the initiation of the
suggested template. The suggested method consists of
the template containing an interesting and user-friendly
interface with the help of which all the macros are
executed. There was the chance of error in the report if
prepared the old way, while there is no chance of error if
the user is properly guided to use the new method.

10. Discussion

Figure 48: The result produced by the code is represented in
Figure 47.

In every small and medium enterprise, employees are
hired to make daily, monthly, quarterly and yearly reports
in Microsoft Excel. Manual operation in Microsoft Excel
takes too much time for employees and there are greater
chances of error in manual work. In this regard, software
providing companies have kept the feature automation in
office applications i.e. word, Microsoft Excel and power
point, MS project, etc. Therefore, VBA, VSTO, ActiveX,
and many more technologies have been developed by
Microsoft as per the needs of users (Ding et al., 2017)
(Porter & Stretcher, 2012). VBA technology is provided
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in numerous software applications on the platform of
windows (Kuka & Karamani, 2011; Norton & Tiwari,
2013; Harahap & Azmi, 2017). Nowadays, companies
promote their employees to gain knowledge and skills of
using Microsoft Excel along with VBA (Chatvichiencha,
2015). VBA technology is about the development
and customization in the integrated development
environment (IDE) in office application for simplification
and automation of complicated and repeated work
respectively (Ding et al., 2017; Evensen, 2014; Minto,
2009; Harahap & Azmi, 2017; Kuka & Karamani, 2011).
It is used to automate the routine processes which are
performed in current office productivity applications (Ding
et al., 2017; Chatvichiencha, 2015). The present research
aimed to eliminate every single manual operation and
whole the report was automated. Userforms are used
in VBA for taking input from the user (Evensen, 2014).
In the present work, the author used Combobox on the
userform to take input (the report he wants to work on)
from the user. Userforms can also have code and actions
at their back to perform the tasks automatically (Evensen,
2014; Harahap & Azmi, 2017; Kalwar & Khan, 2020b).
As in order costing report, two userforms are made
with command buttons having macros at their back to
perform the programmed tasks (each macro for each
task) with just a click. Bartoszewicz and Wdowicz (2019)
redesigned and implemented process for data migration
and analysis by using VBA; which was more flexible and
faster and with the help of which the whole process of
the complex analytical report was sped up (operation
time reduced from 2 hours to 5 minutes) (Bartoszewicz
& Wdowicz, 2019). Cirujano and Zhu (2013) automated
the manpower resource planning report by the help of
VBA in Microsoft Excel; manual report used to take 30
working hours if it was made an experienced reporter but
after automation it takes 10 minutes (99.4% less time)
(Cirujano & Zhu, 2013). Kalwar and khan (2020) saved
75% of the employees time used to be spent for making the
procurement rerpot manually (Kalwar & Khan, 2020b). In
the same way, after automation, order costing report took
85.92% less time as compared to the manual method.
Yan and Wan (2017) developed an application by the use
of Microsoft Excel VBA for an automatic calculation and
generation of bill of material (BOM) of the transmission
line. Efficiency and accuracy are greatly improved by the
design and application of the template and errors in the
process of making total steel BOM were reduced (Yan
& Wan, 2017). Abidin et al., (2013) calculated WQI and
API automatically with the help of VBA. The application
provided a practical approach for the calculation of WQI
and API; at the same time, calculation time and error
were reduced after the automation (Abidin et al., 2015).
Similarly, in the order costing report, the chances of error
are reduced to zero; if the input data was correct then
there was no need to worry about the errors in the result.

12. Implications
The user of the template was not educated enough to edit
the code in case of any error. At the same time, there
was no one in the entire factory capable enough to deal
with VBA; the researcher voluntarily offered his services
to teach VBA but due to the congested schedule, no one
could have learned about the subject. Still, there is no
error in the template but there is the probability (even it
is quite less).

13. Limitations
With the small order i.e. from 100-40000 pairs with
20 colors, the suggested method takes reasonable time
but when the order increases from the mentioned range,
it takes too much to complete the report. It is because
too much data to be processed in a longer range of rows.
Since Microsoft Excel is a small application as compared
to a database like SQL Server and Oracle; therefore, it
will certainly be slow when the data is big and the process
is long. This is the biggest limitation of the automated
order costing template.

14. Future Work
As mentioned earlier, the suggested method takes too
much time when the data is big; therefore, it will more
convenient to initiate the module of an order costing in
the Microsoft Dynamics AX. If this happens too much time
off employees will be saved because of the integration of
various departments (i.e. sales, production, planning, and
purchasing).

15. Conflict of Interests

11. Conclusion
The template was tested by preparing the report with the
order of varying articles and colors so that its accuracy
and validity could be checked. The implementation of the
suggested method took 2 months; the long duration was
incurred because of troubleshooting and validation of
calculations. In the implementation period, the template
was amended 50 times due to calculation and formatting
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errors. After the implementation of the suggested
method, a usual long queue of order costing reports
on the hand costing department was reduced to zero.
After the implementation of the suggested method, the
user was supposed to download the data from Microsoft
Dynamics AX, collect the prices of various articles and
standard allowed minutes (SAMs) of cutting and stitching
of particular articles. After the mentioned data collection,
he was only supposed to open the template and click the
command buttons provided on the userforms to complete
the report. Preparation of the report (one article with
only one color) by the new method takes 85.92% less
time than the old method. The time-saving factor and its
accuracy compelled the user to implement the suggested
method for making the order costing report. It was really
hard for the new employee to learn and prepare the order
costing report; in this regard, the suggested method will
be conveniently learned and used by the new users due
to its user-friendliness and easy interface.

There is no conflict of interest among the authors of this
research paper.
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Abstract:
The scientific community is continuously developing new methods for the recovery and purification of water, since the
precious resources of our planet are increasingly scarce and must work to save and clean our waters. One of the methods
used is the use of adsorbent and absorbent materials that remove from the water those substances that are harmful to the
environment are nanoclays. In this work, the effect of a nanoclay, specifically halloysite, to adsorb reactive dyes has been
used as an example of a technique. As an example of this type of coloring substances, Reactive Yellow 2 has been used,
which has been subjected to the adsorbent action of the mineral, having an adsorption of 78% in the proposed experiment.
Subsequently, it has undergone a desorption process by applying temperature to the dye-clay hybrid, so that later, thanks
to the effect of solvents (HCL and / or NaOH), the desorption process in aqueous solution can be completed, obtaining a
recovery from the dye up to 17.67% adsorbed, which is interpreted as a very good result. At the same time, the ability to
stamp the HNT has been tested once the dye has been adsorbed and used on a Polyester (PES) / Cotton (CO) textile,
demonstrating the viability of this process and evaluating its results by rubbing and washing fastness tests.
Keywords: halloysite; nanoclay; textile; pigment; stamping.
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1. Introduction
Discharges into natural effluents is an environmental
problem that is constantly growing and that causes
important problems for people’s health, so many
scientists focus on research work that tries to alleviate
this problem. Many are the techniques that are used
such as ultrafiltration, ion exchange, reverse osmosis etc.
However, the cost of many of these processes and their
complexity greatly limits the power to make use of when
reducing or eliminating any type of impurity in the water
and more economical solutions have to be found that
can perform this same task. In the same way, it will also
try to find a method that does not require sophisticated
technology for its use or is highly complex.
The part of the textile chemical industry is the one that
most affects wastewater and is the industry with the
highest chemical activity on earth (Wakkel et al., 2019).
The concentration of the colorants in the effluents is
around 50-1000 ppm, although cases of lower 10-50 ppm
can be found (Mathew et al., 2019). The nature of the
composition depends on the type of dye that can be
classified, also taking into account the fixation and
estimated losses in the effluent. Thus, it is very important
to improve the ability of industries to remove dyes from
effluents. The development of low-cost absorbents
through the integration of advanced technology can
advance this area significantly (Sanz Carbonell, 2016).

To achieve these objectives, nanoclays can be used,
which We can be found them in nature or they can be
synthesized in the laboratory and in any case they have
a great adsorbent capacity due to their affinity for water.
Those obtained artificially in the laboratory have been
manipulated with the aim of modifying and increasing
their usability. (Micó-Vicent, 2016). The objective of this
work is to reproduce the adsorption results that have
been carried out in previous studies which explain the
capacity of nanoclays, as has been shown in previous
works (Carretero et al., 2007; Guillermin et al., 2019;
López Arbeloa et al., 2002; Moujahid et al., 2019; Ogawa
et al., 2017) and also to demonstrate experimentally its
reuse, either by achieving desorption of the dye or also
how the product obtained from the adsorption of the dye
by clay can be used in another textile process such as
printing on a polyester / cotton fabrics with acceptable
fastness results. The features of halloysite give it very high
adsorptive properties and at the same time it establishes
very strong ion exchanges that allow the colorant to fix in
the clay. What’s more, Previous works show that these
bonding forces between the dye and the clay protect
the dye from the action of sunlight, friction, water, etc.,
providing the resulting hybrid with better solidity values
than when a conventional pigment is used.
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2. Materials
For this research, the reactive dye Reactive Yellow 2
C.I. 18972 (Figure 1) from the manufacturer Clariant.
Halloysite (Figure 2) from the manufacturer Aldrich has
been chosen as the adsorbent substance for the dyes.
In the stamping process, a recipe was used consisting of
Color Center brand resin and referenced as Center Resin
STK / 100, a fixer from the Archroma brand referenced as
Lupintrol SE liq. and in order to achieve the appropriate
thickness, a thickener of the synthetic type from the
manufacturer Archroma referenced as Lutexal CSN liq is
added. The stamping was carried out on a 50% Cotton
and 50% Polyester PES / CO fabric.

thanks to their nature cylindrical that gives it properties
such as a large area regarding its size, drug release,
economics and its thermal stability (Lazzara et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2014; Yendluri et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2015).
To explain its aforementioned characteristics, it can be
seen that HNT belongs to the family of aluminosilicates, in
which a layer of octahedral alumina alternates with another
of tetrahedral silica. Due to the effect of this discordance in
the alignment of the two types of layers described, a hollow
tubular shape characteristic of this nanoclay is generated,
which gives it its specific characteristics generated by its
nanoarchitecture (Pasbakhsh et al., 2013). It should be
taken into account that the properties of the HNT derive
to a large extent from its specific geological deposit, as
is collected in a large part of the consulted bibliography
(Agafonov et al., 2020; Blagojević et al., 2020; Cavallaro
et al., 2018; Makaremi et al., 2017; Pasbakhsh et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2020). Their biocompatibility makes
them very suitable for recover certain solutions such as
the one contained Methylene blue (MB) (Zhao and Liu
2008), Azo dyes (Farrokhi-Rad et al., 2018), Triaryl and
diaryl methane dyes (Mudhoo et al., 2019) and Xanthine
dyes (Zhao et al., 2013).

Figure 1: Reactive Yellow 2.

3. Experimental process
To carry out the experiments and obtain the results that will
be shown below, a V-670 double-beam spectrophotometer
utilizes a unique, single monochromator design covering a
wavelength range from 190 to 2700 nm (3200 nm option).
was used to assess the color of the clay-dye hybrid, a Zuzi
absorption spectrometer UV-visible 4251/50 to be able to
calculate the concentration of non-adsorbed dye and a
Spectrophotometer CM-3600d reflection Full wavelength
range from 360-740 nm with 10 nm pitch to evaluate the
color intensity from the stamping.

Figure 2: Halloysite SEM.

A great deal of work has been devoted to the research
of adsorption elements such as iron minerals, nanoclays,
biological absorbents, etc. For this research work has
been oriented on the use of a nanoclay called Halloysite
so that it can adsorb substances that are solubilized in
water such as dyes from the textile industry and thus
recover water for later use in other purposes. Thus,
clay minerals have acquired remarkable importance
due to their natural origin, the possibility of chemically
synthesizing them and the unique characteristics they
possess (Lvov et al., 2016). Thus, it is the example of
Halloysite, which is an example of a 1:1 clay mineral
that can be found in great abundance in nature and that
has also been classified within biocompatible materials.
Halloysite nanotubes have an approximate diameter
of 40-70 nm while their length can be 200-2000 nm. Its
external surface is negatively charged and is composed
of SiO2 while in contrast the internal area has a positive
charge and is composed of Al2O3 (Zhao et al., 2016). The
use of halloysite nanotubes (HNT) has increased greatly
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To obtain the hybrids, the Lambert-Beer lines of each
colorant have been previously made. A dye concentration
of 1 g·L-1 and a clay concentration of 3 g·L-1 were used.
The dye was then introduced into the clay, stirring for
24 hours in 100 mL of dye solution, to later filter it and let
it dry. The adsorption of the colorant by the nanoclay is
practically absolute, leaving the initial solution very clean.
After drying and collecting the clay, a printing paste has
been made with the hybrid obtained.

3.1. Adsorption-Desorption
The experimental process can be divided into two parts.
The first focuses on the process of adsorption of the
dye by the nanoclay, optimizing the process to achieve
the highest possible adsorption with the highest fixation
to demonstrate the effectiveness of this clay in the
elimination of reactive dye in aqueous solutions. The
second part focuses on the inverse process in which the
desorption of the colorant in the clay is sought to allow its
reuse in a new dyeing bath.
3.1.1. Adsorption
1 L of an aqueous solution of Reactive Yellow 2 is
prepared at a concentration of 16 g·L-1 to which 8 g·L-1
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of Halloysite in powder form is added. The mixture was
subjected to magnetic stirring for 2 hours at maximum
revolutions and then lowered to minimum stirring until
24 hours of interaction. After this period, the solution is
filtered with filter paper for 48 hours to drain the clay as
much as possible and obtain the dry clay.
3.1.2. Desorption
The desorption process follows the experimental model
published by the authors Momina, Shahadat Mohammad
and SuzylawatiIsamil (Momina et al., 2020) show how to
proceed with the desorption of MB (methylene blue) by
subjecting the clay-dye hybrid to temperature and then
using various solvents such as HCl and NaOH. For this
work, a factorial design of experiments has been used as
shown in Table 1, which allows obtaining the maximum
relevant information with the least possible number of
experiments.
Table 1: Design of experiments for desorption of reactive dye in
Halloysite.
DOE desorption
pH (basic-acid)

Temperature

Agitation

sample nº

HCl or NaOH

150 or 200°C

0 or 1200 r.p.m.

1

acid

150

1200

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

acid

150

0

acid

200

1200

acid

200

0

basic

150

1200

basic

150

0

basic

200

1200

basic

200

0

The process is started by heating the sample of the dry
and solid hybrid collected from the experimental part of
adsorption at about 150-200 °C for 45 minutes. With this,
the bonds between adsorbent and colorant are weakened.
In the next step, the HCl or NaOH is introduced according
to the experiment sample and is subjected to stirring for
30 minutes. Finally the mixture is filtered to separate the
clay solids.

3.2. Stamping
The proposal is to get the Halloysite to have the maximum
intensity possible of color for the next production of the
paste to be used in the stamping, Thus, the adsorption
with the nanoclay is carried out in the following way.
1000 mL of dye solution were taken at a concentration
of 1 g·L-1. A concentration of 3 g·L-1 the nanoclay was
introduced and all of this was subjected to mechanical
agitation (Silva et al., 2012) during the first two hours at
maximum revolutions and then lower it to 600 r.p.m. until
the 24 h totals from this stirring process. The next step is
to filter the mixture of dissolution and HT for a minimum of
72 hours to obtain the most drained hybrid possible. With
the rest of the aqueous solution that the filtering process
gives off, was analyzed it using a UV-visible 4251/50
absorption spectrophotometer in order to calculate the
amount of dye that has not been retained by the nanoclay
using the Lambert-Beer curves. The solid residue that

has remained in the filter is measured in a V-670 doublebeam spectrophotometer to quantify the intensity of color.
In the stamping procedure, a recipe was used consisting
of Color Center brand resin and referenced as Center
Resin STK/100, a fixer from the Archroma brand
referenced as Lupintrol SE liq. and in order to achieve the
appropriate thickness, a thickener of the synthetic type
from the manufacturer Archroma referenced as Lutexal
CSN liq is added. The stamping It was carried out in an
openwork textile with a composition 50% polyester 50%
cotton, applying 4 scraping passes to subsequently dry
it for 15 minutes at 60 °C and then heat set it at 180 °C
for 3 s. on a pressure plate. In order to quantify the color
obtained, were used Spectrophotometer CM-3600d
Minolta CM-3600d reflection spectrophotometer Full
wavelength range from 360-740 nm with 10 nm pitch.

4. Results
4.1. Adsorption-Desorption
The results of each stage of the experimental phase,
adsorption and desorption, are differentiated. It is
especially important for this work to achieve the highest
adsorption and desorption in both phases.
4.1.1. Adsorption
After 24 hours of action of the mineral to adsorb the
colorant, the residual concentration of Reactive Yellow 2
that has remained is checked, this being 0.22 g·L-1 so it
can be deduced that the adsorption of the clay has been
of the 78% calculated with Equation 1. It should be noted
that it is in this specific case and these conditions are used
since it was intended that the halloysite be as saturated
as possible with dye to promote good conditions in the
desorption step. By varying the clay / dye concentration
ratio, it is possible to achieve adsorption close to 100%,
as has been demonstrated in previous works (López
et al., 2020).
Equation 1: Calculation of adsorbed dye.

% 100

Ci Cf
(1)
Ci

4.1.2. Desorption
Regarding the results of the desorption obtained after the
process and calculated with Equations 1 and 2 described
by the authors Momina, Shahadat Mohammad and
SuzylawatiIsamil, they can be observed in Table 2.
Equation 2: Lambert-Beer equation for calculate the concentration Reactive Yellow dye.

y = 14.943x – 0.0021

(2)

The aforementioned authors achieved higher desorption
levels, but working with another clay and another dye so
the result can be comparable. In their work they reached
70% desorption using similar procedures (Momina et al.,
2020).
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Table 2: Amounts desorbed by the hybrid.
Sample nº

g/L recovered

% desorption

1

0.56

7.218

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.55

7.109

0.60

7.654

0.58

7.425

1.37

17.657

1.27

16.264

1.22

15.742

1.07

13.760

it is true that increasing the concentration of nanoclay or
lowering that of dyes it is assumed that it is possible to
achieve much higher adsorption, as occurs with the use
of other nanoclays reaching around the 90%.

4.2. Stamping
As can be seen in Table 3, the results collected confirm
the adsorption capacity of Halloysite since it has achieved
that the concentration of dye has gone from 3 g·L-1 that
was initially to a concentration of between 3.08·10-4 g·L-1
and 3.21·10-4 g·L-1. These are very good results as it was
thickened and as a consequence a hybrid with a high
concentration of colorant and a good intensity of color.
Table 3: Difference in concentration after adsorption.
Sample

Final conc. g·L-1

% adsorption

1
2

3.08·10-4
3.21·10-4

99.85
99.36

It is important to obtain a reference of the amount of
color that is achieved with the printing process, for
which a reflectance measurement has been used and
the Kubelka-Munk theory (K/S) is taken as a reference,
thanks to which You can define the values that quantify the
light interaction circumstances that are none other than
the light diffusion coefficient (S) and the light adsorption
coefficient (K) (Nyankson et al., 2019). The result of this
analysis was carried out with the samples exposed to the
normalized illuminant D65 in the visible wavelength range
between 400 and 700 nm, which resulted in a maximum
reflectance at 400 nm. The results of the reflection and the
average intensity of the color calculated are expressed
in Table 2. To assess the durability of the printing carried
out, the samples were subjected to two tests of fastness
to washing in accordance with the ISO 105-C06: 1994
standard and dry rubbing according to the UNE-EN ISO
105-X12 standard. For both cases, an assessment of the
discharges has been carried out using the gray scale,
obtaining the results that shows in Table 4.
Table 4: K/S color strength at 400 nm and fastnesses.
K/S (400 nm)
Fastness washing
Fastness rubbing

Sample 1

Sample 2

0.1926 ± 0.061
4
4

0.4552 ± 0.0712
4
4

On the other hand, the works of Momina, Shahadat
Mohammad and SuzylawatiIsamil are confirmed since
following their experimental design good desorption
levels are achieved, up to 17.67%. The importance of
the variables used in the experiment can be seen that
these deviation values can be reduced to 7.22%, which
demonstrates the importance of the variables used.
Although the levels described by the authors are not
reached, although they carried out the experiments with
bentonite and methylene blue, not with the clay and dye
used in this work. Thus, this work can be continued using
other clays and dye to see which clays are more efficient
for each type of dye and thus optimize the selection of
nanoclay.
Regarding stamping, it can be concluded that both the
trials and previous results of the authors of this work as
well as those of other authors have been reproduced in
this work. Halloysite shows that it has a characteristic
ability to adsorb dye and fix it. It has also been shown
that the clay-dye hydride that is formed can be used in a
pigment printing phase, notably improving conventional
methods, since they improve the solidity results of other
stampings. It can be seen how the staging of the colored
clay has been a success.. You can see how a stamping
with the hybrid and the stamping paste has been made,
leaving the colored fabric in the area of application. The
samples obtained show good coatings, use and intensity
of color, fulfilling the intended objective. In future studies,
printing recipes with a higher concentration of hybrid can
be sought to increase the intensity of the printed color, as
well as to increase the amount of colorant adsorbed on
the clay in order to also seek an increase in the intensity
of color which from a subjective appreciation is thought to
be increased.
Regarding the fastnesses, they can be considered as
acceptable, without neglecting that it is a pigmentary
type printing in which the colorants do not show affinity
for the fiber, and that bein g protected by the structure
of the clay that previously has been adsorbed, improve
its resistance to external agents. Also note that although
the color intensities of the samples are acceptable, they
are not too high, so that in future tests the fastness tests
may be affected. This is due to the fact that, the higher
the concentration of color, it may be more susceptible to
detach it and produce a color, or on the contrary, find that
the intensity is maintained even after the test thanks to
the effect of the nanoclay.

5. Conclusions
In view of the results obtained, the adsorbent capacity of
Halloysite against pollutants in the textile industry of the
reactive dyes type is demonstrated. For the conditions
described, 78% adsorption has been reached, although
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Abstract:
When the decisions are analytically supported they cannot be challenged and at the same time, the quality of decision
increases. This paper is about proposing such a model which provides the analytical support to the decision for the selection
of footwear articles to be produced. This paper aimed to suggest the analytically supported decision-making for deciding
the number of pairs of different articles to be produced in a way that the cost and profit could be minimized and maximized
respectively. This research was conducted at the ABC leather footwear company of Lahore Pakistan. The data was collected
from the costing executive of the planning and costing department. Costing and profit analysis of the collected data was
conducted in Microsoft Excel as per the company`s traditional method of calculations. The linear programming (LP) model
was then formulated and implemented in Microsoft Excel by using solver add-in. Outputs of both the traditional method and
LP model were compared. The comparison revealed that with 22% less production, 39% more profit could be earned if the
selection of articles and their production quantity would be calculated accordingly. This model can be modified and used in fastmoving consumer goods (FMCGs) industries for making product mix strategies. A major limitation of the present developed
model is that it is based on the scenario of the footwear industry so it cannot be used as general for other applications.
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1. Introduction
Operation research was introduced during World War 2
to manage the world war concerns quickly. In operations
research, different techniques are used for simplification
of industrial issues i.e. management of the queuing
system by use of queuing theory (Kalwar, Khaskheli,
Khan, Siddiqui, & Gopang, 2018; Kalwar, Mari, Memon,
Tanwari, & Siddiqui, 2020; Kalwar, Marri, Khan, &
Khaskheli, 2021; Kalwar, Memon, Khan, & Tanwari,
2021; Khan, Khaskheli, et al., 2021a, 2021b; Khaskheli,
Marri, Nebhwani, Khan, & Ahmed, 2020), efficient
allocation of resources by use of linear programming
(Addy, 2014; Akpan & Iwok, 2016; Alvfors & Björelind,
2015; Aregawi, 2018; Gameiro, Rocco, & Caixeta Filho,
2016; Jain, Bhardwaj, Saxena, & Choubey, 2019; Jyothi,
Rao, & Sivasundari, 2019; Maurya, Misra, Anderson, &
Shukla, 2015; Tesfaye, Berhane, Zenebe, & Asmelash,
2016; Workie, Alemu A, & Asmelash, 2016; Woubante,
2017; Yoanita, 2016; Yu, 2015; Yue, 2013), and so on.
Optimization and Operational research methods are
thoroughly used to acquire better options and decisions to

industrial issues (Jyothi et al., 2019; Nawrocki, 2013).The
industrial development strategy is identified by the reliable
use of resources at every production stage. A quantitative
decision-making method called linear programming can
be made use of for the optimization dilemma of product
mix (Aregawi, 2018). Linear programming is an analytical
method created to aid managers to decide (Abuizam,
2012). In statistics, linear programming (LP) is a unique
method used in operation research for the objective of
optimization of linear features based on linear equal rights
and inequality restraint. Linear programming determines
the way to accomplish ideal outcomes, such as maximum
revenue or minimum expense in a provided mathematical
model, and offered some listing of requirements as a linear
equation (Akpan & Iwok, 2016). It is a powerful tool used
by operations supervisors and other supervisors to obtain
optimum options to problems that include restrictions
or constraints on their resources (Kriri, 2018). These
problems are referred to as constricted optimization
issues. Many applications of linear programming can be
discovered in today’s affordable industry environment. It
is significantly crucial to make certain that a business’s
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of an enterprise’s minimal resources to accomplish the
best possible goal. It is additionally a mathematical
strategy employed in operational research or monitoring
science to solve a specific types of problems such as
product mix, allocation, transportation, and monitoring
concerns that allows a choice or selections between
alternate courses of action (Aregawi, 2018). Right here,
the word programming implies developing a strategy that
fixes an issue; it is not a reference to computer system
programming.) Not long after that, LP entered into wide
usage in industry, with the most fruitful utilization in the
petroleum, petrochemical, and food industries (Maurya
et al., 2015). Any linear programming model ought to
have 3 requirements, particularly: objective feature,
restrictions, and non-negativity needs. The function,
being optimized is described as the unbiased feature
and the restrictions usually are described as restraints
(Aregawi, 2018; Gameiro et al., 2016). The objective
function is simply a mathematical statement expressing
the connection between the products the decision-maker
wants to increase and the level of operation of the decision
variables in the concern (Workie et al., 2016).
Decision-making is just one of the significant features of
managers; they are frequently confronted with decisions
associated with the allocation and use of limited
resources. Resources available for manufacturing,
according to classical financial experts, are restricted and
have multidimensional uses (Solaja, Abiodun, Abioro,
Ekpudu, & Olasubulumi, 2019). The decision of many
manufacturing supervisors is based upon the total input
used in the manufacturing and outcome. This method of
decision-making is always prejudiced, that is it causes
a reduction in the accuracy of forecasting for the future,
such as price fluctuation and scarcity of raw materials or
offered resources (Akpan & Iwok, 2016). LP has been
employed in the assessment and optimization of raw
material resources, financing, machinery, tools, time, and
manpower under particular restricting conditions to obtain
one of the most profits (Yue, 2013). As a consequence
of globalization and technological developments, the
worldwide industry setting has turned out to be very
affordable (Tesfaye et al., 2016). This condition triggers
many businesses to want to go to the center of their
areas. To ensure that every single company must be
able to establish and boost performance to accomplish
efficiency and performance (Anggoro, Rosida, Mentari,
Novitasari, & Yulista, 2019). In Industries, the major
restraints to increase (optimize or decrease) their purpose
is inefficient management, use of resources (bad resource
utilization management). The main factor for making
use of linear programming methodology is to guarantee
that limited resources are utilized to the maximum level
without any waste which utilization is made as though the
results are anticipated to be the most effective feasible.
That is the use of an operational research method in
the manufacturing time perspective helps the industry to
improve its unbiased (Aregawi, 2018). Different products
need different quantities of manufacturing resources
having different expenses and profits at different stages
of manufacturing. Therefore, the linear programming
concern (LPP) method will be used to determine the
product mix that will maximize the complete revenue at
a defined time. It is the very best method for identifying
an optimum solution amongst choices to fulfill a defined
purpose function limited by numerous constraints
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and restrictions. It is a planning procedure that allots
resources,labor, raw material, equipment, and capital in
the most effective possible means to ensure that expenses
are lessened or revenues are taken full advantage of.
The LPP then becomes a concern of allocating limited
resources to products in a way such that revenues go to
an optimum and/or costs are at a minimum (Woubante,
2017). A producing business’s survival in a significantly
competitive market closely depends upon its capability to
create best quality products at least expensive feasible
cost (Yu, 2015; Solaja et al., 2019). A business decision
would adhere to the assumption of deliberate behavior
with minimum cost to produce even more gross earnings.
Revenue of the firm can only grow if monitoring decisions
at the enterprise level lead to increased outcomes through
cost minimization of needed resource inputs (Workie
et al., 2016). The enterprise cost control is not only one
of the most vital issues to be dealt with by the venture,
however, also a crucial element to figuring out whether
the venture can gain a competitive advantage in the
intense market setting, which is also an inevitable need
of the economic market competitors. The business cost
control is an extra intricate concern, which is not just the
decrease of the cost, but likewise, an affordable setup of
the cost with the maximum benefit objectives, to achieve
the most optimum results in all facets (Yu, 2015).

2. Literature Review
Akpan and Iwok (2018) made use of the idea of the
Simplex algorithm; an aspect of linear programming i.e.
raw material allocation to completing variables (large loaf,
giant loaf, and small loaf) in the bakery for the objective
of profit maximization. The evaluation was executed and
the outcome revealed that small loaf (962 units), big loaf
(38 units), and giant loaf (0 units) ought to be produced
respectively to generate the profit of N20385. From the
evaluation, it was observed that small loaf, followed by
large loaf contribute fairly to the profit. Therefore, more
small loaves and big loaves were needed to be produced
for the maximization of profit (Akpan & Iwok, 2016).
Workie, Alemu, and Asmelash (2016) used linear
programming applications in the textile industry. In the
shared company, eight textile finished fabrics. The data
gathered was mathematically modeled using a linear
programming method which is a useful analysis process
and a natural decision support tool,The calculations were
made by using Microsoft Excel solver add-in. Since linear
programming deals, numerous benefits to managers in
the allocation of resources to their optimal use and in
pointing out the economic situations of underemployed
resources, the computational research of the approaches
makes them provide faster choice on the type and
amount of textile colored materials to be produced that
yield more revenue than methods acquired from trial and
error approaches to be enhanced by 72.63% and 65.91%
(Workie et al., 2016).
Jyothi, Rao, and Sivasundari (2019) created a
mathematical model for figuring out the very best feasible
needed capacity, labor force, and lot size. Here, we undergo
the existing techniques of production planning in a single
item flow-based mobile production unit generating vehicle
electrical components. It is a linear programming model
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with 3 goals particularly, Manufacturing cost minimization,
production quantity maximization, and maximization of
ability application. It is to be addressed by considering
each objective sequentially as a Lexicographic technique.
The outcomes acquired from the model are compared
with real observed values for validation (Jyothi et al.,
2019).
Campo et al. (2018) recommended and implemented an
aggregated production planning model to supply optimum
methods in the tool term for a textile company, for which
a linear programming model was suggested to decrease
total costs related to work and stock levels. The model
proposed considers features connected with textile congrip, wastes in the process, the effectiveness of new staff
members, and training requirements. The implementation
and solution of the model were carried out in GAMS
supported on Microsoft Excel for the calculation of optimal
solution (Campo, Cano, Andrés, & Gómez-Montoya, 2018).
Gameiro, Rocco, and Filho (2016) proposed the linear
programming mathematical model to a depictive dairy farm
located in Brazil. The outcomes showed that optimization
models are relevant devices to assist in the planning and
management of farming manufacturing, in addition to aid
in approximating possible gains from the use of integrated
systems. Diversity was a required problem for economic
viability. A complete expense decrease potential of
regarding 30% was disclosed when a circumstance
of reduced levels of diversity was contrasted to one of
higher levels. Technical complementarities are verified
to be crucial resources of economies. The possibility of
recycling nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium existing in
animal waste could be boosted to 167%, while water reuse
could be boosted by approximately 150%. In addition to
economic gains, integrated systems bring benefits to the
setting, specifically concerning the reuse of resources.
The expense dilution of set manufacturing factors can aid
economic climates of the extent to be attained. However,
this does not seem to have been the primary source of
these advantages. Still, the portion of land usage can
raise to 30.7% when the most affordable and the highest
diversity circumstances were compared. The labor
coefficient could have a 4.3 percent rise. Diversity also
leads to radical transaction expense reductions (Gameiro
et al., 2016).
Solaja et al., (2019) used linear programming methods
in this research study for a production planning trouble
in a feed mill creating business. The linear programming
model was formulated based on data obtained from the
business operations journal. Data were processed with the
help of Management Scientist Version 5.0. The research
reveals better revenue through streamlining of the product
array and removing the much less efficient products.
This recommends the business may embrace the result
of the linear programming strategies in production
planning to improve monthly revenue. This research
study has revealed that linear programming methods
are effective devices that can be of help to managers
in decision making and allocation of limited resources
and suggest operations and revenue improvement. The
outcome of this research study shows that the application
of heuristic strategy in production planning can does
not ensure an ideal approach, yet help with wastage
of resources on the production floor. Additionally, the

application of linear programming methods is a powerful
techniques production managers should certainly take
on in production planning, this will certainly enhance
improve the company’s performance by boosting overall
earnings. The research further reveals that it is not nearly
enough for production companies to be after earnings
maximization alone, but resources optimization; this will
be beneficial to the firm as opposed to optimizing profit
alone. The research wraps up that linear programming
can be used in fixing any manufacturing planning issue.
The research study suggests that choice makers need
to not base their choice on experience and instinct but
the analytical and technological technique. Likewise,
supervisors need to find out to apply linear programming
methods in production planning (Solaja et al., 2019).
Anggoro et al. (2019) performed research to give a
production picture to maximize the earnings on the housing
market of Bintang Bakery. The purpose of this research
study is to enhance the advantages of the Bintang Bakery
home market. Profit optimization estimations performed
made use of Lindo tools. The outcomes of calculations
by utilizing the simplex approach and Lindo help reveal
that the production results applied by the Bintang Bakery
residence sector are optimum. The optimum profit degree
of Rp 19,750,000 by creating 3740 flavored pieces of
bread, 1300 packaged bread rolls, and 520 loaves of
bread packaging Celebrity Bakery sector experienced
an earnings boost of Rp 250,000 by utilizing the simplex
method (Anggoro et al., 2019).
Yu (2015) looked into the business cost control through
the linear programming model and evaluates the
constraint elements of the labor of venture production,
raw materials, handling equipment, sales price, and other
factors influencing the venture revenue, so regarding
acquiring an enterprise cost control model based upon
the linear programming. This model can determine logical
production settings when it comes to minimal resources,
and obtain optimum venture income. The production
directing program and scheduling arrangement of
the venture can be gotten with estimation results, so
regarding offer technological and efficient advice for the
venture production. This paper includes the sensitivity
analysis in the linear programming model, to discover
the security of the venture expense control model based
on linear programming with the sensitivity evaluation,
and confirm the rationality of the model, and show
the direction for the enterprise expense control. The
computation outcomes of the model can give a particular
recommendation for the venture planning on the market
economy atmosphere, which hasa solid recommendation
and functional relevance in regards to the business cost
control (Yu, 2015).
Tesfaye et al., (2016) accomplished a research study
to design an efficient resource utilizing the system for
the Ethiopian clothing market to enhance their resource
application and profitability, taking among the garment
manufacturing facilities engaged in the export market as
a case study. Five kinds of items the business is presently
producing, the number of resources employed to create
each unit of the items, and the worth of revenue per unit
from the sale of each item have been gathered from the
situation company. The regular monthly availability of
resources utilized and the monthly production volume of
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the five items have also been gathered from the company.
The data gathered was mathematically modeled making
use of a linear programming technique, and fixed making
use of a Microsoft Excel solver. The results of the research
study illustrate that all of the organizational resources
are badly underutilized. This research study proved
that the resource utilization of the situation firm can be
boosted from 46.41% of the existing resource application
to 98.57%. This indicates that the brand-new approach
gives a very considerable enhancement in business
resource application. At the same time, with the brandnew approach, the total revenue monthly of the situation
business can be enhanced from 365,699 birrs per month
to 897,844 birrs each month (i.e., with an increment of
145.5%). Ultimately, it is ended that this amazing earnings
increment of the business can enhance its international
competition (Tesfaye et al., 2016).
Jain et al., (2019) optimized (maximized) the internet
return of the Central Bank of India in the area of interest
from loans such as Individual loans, Auto loans, Home
mortgage, Agricultural loans, Industrial loans, Education
and learning loans, and likewise optimize the net return of
the investor by investing some amount in the investment
policy of Central Bank of India such as Fixed Deposit,
Saving Account, Public Provident fund, and various other
financial investment Plans. The linear programming
strategy is related to optimizing the revenue of the Bank
and the investor (Jain et al., 2019). From the above
discussion, it is wrapped up that the maximum web return
of the Bank is Rs.16.155 Crore by allocating the quantity
of Rs.7.5 Crore to Home mortgage, Rs.7.5 Crore to
Agricultural loan, Rs.7.5 Crore to a Vehicle loan, Rs.67.5
Crore to Personal Loan, Rs.60 Crore to Education and
learning loan and none of the quantity is for Industrial
loan (Guaranteed and Unprotected) and the maximum
revenue of investor is Rs.13,420 by investing the amount
of Rs.40,000 to Conserving account, Rs.1,20,000 to the
fixed deposit amount, Rs.40,000 to SCSS and none of the
amount is for PPF (Jain et al., 2019).
Addy (2014) maximized production scheduling by utilizing
linear programming issues. The simplex algorithm
was applied to identify ideal schedules for every of the
6 quick marketing copper products that can generate the
overall monthly copper budget plan at sales. In a level of
sensitivity evaluation, the influence of varying functional
constraints on the linear programming model was checked
out to verify the results of modifications on the results of
the model. Interpretations of the arise from the evaluation
created the basis for suggestions to boost supervisory
decisions (Addy, 2014). This is demonstrated from the
outcomes of the linear programming model application
for the study, which indicates that the 65 loads target
from the manufacturing of the six home electrical wiring
cords can be viable within dominating restraints. Effective
management of restrictions and emerging challenges
in service operations can set the optimal solution as a
minimum result. Hence the optimum values can be even
more boosted. Results of the recommended model
based on varied changes in the functional atmosphere
were interpreted to recognize the proper referrals for
rehabilitative and safety nets (Addy, 2014).
Woubante (2017) thought about the clothing commercial
unit in Ethiopia as a case study. The month-to-month held
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resources, product volume, and amount of resources
utilized to produce each system of item and earnings
each for every product have been collected from the
firm. The data gathered was made use of to estimate the
parameters of the linear programming model. The model
was resolved using LINGO 16.0 software. The findings of
the research study show that the earnings of the company
can be improved by 59.84%, that is, the complete
earnings of Birr 465,456 each month can be enhanced
to Birr 777,877.3 per month by using linear programming
models if consumer orders need to be satisfied. The profit
of the company can be boosted by 7.22% if the linear
programming solution does not require thinking about
consumer orders. The earnings of the business could be
improved by 59.84% (from Birr 465,456 each month to
Birr 777,877.3 monthly). Refuting consumer orders and
embracing the LPP solution supplies only three types of
products but the earnings of the firm can be boosted by
7.22% (from Birr 465,456 each month to Birr 499,058.5
each month) (Woubante, 2017).
Yoanita (2016) conducted a research study to evaluate
the optimum product combination of soy sauces “Koki
Dollar 629” created by UD. Sehati Tulungagung to
maximize their profit. Via a quantitative approach, this
study is conducted. The computational experiments in
this research study include information and details of
the system set you back, contribution margin, optimal
resources capacity, particular product’s absorption
price, and various other restraints that belong to the
manufacturing of soy sauces “Koki Dollar 629”. And all
of the information obtained is refined and examined with
simplex method maximization with the aid of Production
and Operations Management (POM) software version 3
for windows. This study finds that there are 4 out of 7 items
are taken into consideration to be successful to create.
It is likewise disclosed the variety to which UD. Sehati
might enhance or lower the coefficient of the objective
function and the right-hand side value of the restrictions
without changing the optimal solution that has previously
been achieved through the level of sensitivity analysis.
For the various other three items which are caused the
zero production, more evaluation, and consideration from
the management of UD. Sehati is required to make them
lucrative also. From the result analysis, the researcher
makes some suggestions to UD. Sehati. The first is to
take into consideration concerning extra manufacturing
capacity consequently manufacturing quantity can
be increased, then to minimize the expense of some
products by trying to find different resources which are
less costly, and the last is to expand the marketplace to
get even more clients which cause the greater earnings of
the business (Yoanita, 2016).

3. Problem Statement
Footwear is a rapidly growing industry across the globe
(Arain, Khan, & Kalwar, 2020; Chaudhry, Kalwar, Khan,
& Shaikh, 2021; Chaudhry, Khan, Kalwar, & Chaudhry,
2021; Kalwar & Khan, 2020a, 2020b; Kalwar, Marri,
& Khan, 2021; Kalwar, Shaikh, Khan, & Malik, 2020;
Khan, Kalwar, Malik, Malik, & Chaudhry, 2021). The
footwear industry achieves its competitive advantage
because of its ability to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of its resources (Kalwar & Khan, 2020a).
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In Pakistan, footwear companies keep the raw material
inventory for months (i.e. 1-6 months) for the upcoming
production of articles. AT the end of the season, they
produce the footwear articles from what is left from the
old stock i.e. leather, shoe material, and sole. Similarly,
the case company used to produce the leather uppers
(from the leather stock of the previous season available
at leather stores) for the remaining soles available in the
warehouse. Produced finished goods were then sent to
the company`s retail shop. In this way, the leftover raw
material was used to be utilized. The planning and costing
department was supposed to make the list of articles that
could be produced to utilize the leftover raw material
i.e. leather, shoe material, and sole. It was the psychic
routine of strategic managers that maximum production
of maximum articles yields the maximum profit; but if this
situation is analyzed according to the linear programming,
then there was need of mathematical model by the help
of which, it could be decided on the articles and their
quantity to be produced for the maximization of profit. In
the present research, a linear programming model was
designed for the maximization of profit.

4. Research Gap
Linear programming has been used for production
planning, scheduling, capacity design, marketing mix,
and several other purposes in the different industrial
sectors. From the reviewed literature, it was indicated that
it has been used in industries i.e. bakery, textile Industry,
manufacturing industry, feed mill, and bank. Table 1
shows the contribution of literature in the field of linear
programming.
It has not yet been applied in the leather footwear industry
for product mix as indicated by Table 1. In this regard, the
present research was conducted in the leather footwear
industry so that the value could be added to the literature.

6. Research Methodology
Research methodology is the description of research
methods that are used in the research. It also includes
the descriptions of the data collection and analysis
procedures which are given in the below-given headings.

6.1. Data Collection
This research was conducted at the ABC leather footwear
company of Lahore Pakistan. The data was collected
from the costing executive of the planning and costing
department. The data included the costs i.e. leather
material cost, shoe material cost, production cost (cutting,
stitching, lasting, hand stitching, molding, and job work
costs), overheads, tooling cost, factory overheads, and
profit on each article.

6.2. Data Analysis
The whole collected data was put in the excel spreadsheet
and firstly, the data was calculated as per the old method
of calculations; the data also was organized in tables
and line charts were plotted against it. At the same time,
the linear programming (LP) model was formulated so
that the method for calculation of the optimal quantity of
articles to be produced could be conducted systematically
for maximization of profit and minimization of cost. The
collected data was converted into objective functions and
constraints as per the developed model. The model was
implemented in the MicrosoftExcel spreadsheet and was
solved by the use of solver add-in and it was solved by
Simplex method. The model was evaluated by putting the
same data and its result was compared with the traditional
system of calculations. Moreover, a comparison of both
methods was conducted in tabular and graphical (line
charts plotted in excel) way.

7. Existing System of Calculations

5. Aims and Objectives
The purpose of the present research paper was to
provide the mathematical model for the analytical support
to decide the product mix.

38 different footwear articles were planned to be produced
with the different number of pairs, cost, and profit as
shown in Table 2.

• To maximize the profit of the overall product mix
• To minimize the total cost of the overall product mix

Table 1: Contribution table in the context of literature view.
Reference
(Akpan & Iwok, 2016)
(Workie et al., 2016)
(Jyothi et al., 2019)
(Gameiro et al., 2016)
(Solaja et al., 2019)
(Anggoro et al., 2019)
(Nawrocki, 2013)
(Tesfaye et al., 2016)
(Jain et al., 2019)
(Woubante, 2017)
(Yoanita, 2016)
(Addy, 2014)

Bakery

Textile Industry

Manufacturing Industry

Feed Mill

Bank

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 2: Costing data of the articles intended for production.

Article

5335 PSE (CBY)
5335 PSE (RD)
2695 PSE (OF)
4014 PSE (CBY)

1032
1196
1199
1205
1206
8023
611003
8104

AT-8152
AT-8153
AT-9101
AT-9102
AT-9103
AT-9152
AT-9153
DM-7129
DM-8101
HZ-9101
HZ-9102
HZ-9103
KL-8102
KL-8103
KL-8106
KL-8152
KL-9102
KL-9103
KL-9151
RF-8152
RF-9101
RF-9102
RF-9104
UM-9104
US-9101
US-9103

Pairs
1110
1230
510
410
1224
314
494
674
1406
378
926
916
307
2018
1049
680
483
1849
720
374
254
402
2053
1106
2067
1104
612
984
1048
1104
1808
554
494
1596
1041
741
1224
2817

Profit/Pair
(Rs)
784
798
634
447
206
213
213
149
67
274
246
442
486
490
362
398
421
476
490
396
433
368
413
392
183
175
230
221
101
160
287
219
194
269
253
179
279
246

Leather
Cost/pair
(Rs)
550
537
595
819
375
521
482
512
573
482
627
233
196
198
282
253
241
196
181
468
491
137
117
134
320
375
343
365
471
420
308
495
415
369
394
333
292
335

Material
Cost/pair
(Rs)
335
334
415
610
453
405
451
484
504
414
270
382
378
372
413
405
394
388
389
291
276
528
489
507
561
515
492
485
491
484
478
433
533
518
508
633
441
430

Cost included the leather cost/pair, material cost/pair,
labor cost/pair, overheads/pair, tooling cost/pair, and b
pair cost/pair, and in last the total cost/ pair was calculated
for each of the articles (see Table 2). The graph shown in
Figure 1 represents the total costs (total leather cost, total
material cost, total labor cost, total overheads, total b-pair
cost, and total tooling cost).

Labour
Cost/pair
(Rs)
208
208
176
172
191
232
226
225
225
203
230
172
170
170
172
172
172
170
170
220
176
195
176
195
160
160
160
154
160
160
154
225
230
217
218
226
214
214

Overheads/pair
(Rs)
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

B pair
cost/pair
(Rs)
20
20
22
28
25
28
28
29
31
27
28
21
20
20
22
22
21
20
20
25
24
22
21
22
26
26
25
25
27
26
24
28
29
27
27
29
24
25

Tooling
cost/pair
(Rs)
136
136
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
35
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total Cost/
pair
(Rs)
1499
1485
1458
1879
1294
1436
1437
1500
1583
1376
1405
1058
1014
1010
1139
1102
1078
1024
1010
1254
1217
1132
1088
1108
1317
1326
1270
1279
1399
1340
1214
1431
1457
1381
1397
1471
1221

1254

8. Mathematical Model
A linear programming model was developed at the case
company so that in every closing season, managers can
decide mathematically that how many pairs of which
articles should be produced to gain maximum profit at the
minimum total cost. A detailed, description of the model is
given in the below-given headings.

8.1. Assumptions
1. The volume of raw material i.e. leather and shoe
material was assumed to be limited
2. Factory overheads were assumed to be the same for
every footwear article
3. Estimated labor cost (cutting, sewing by machine,
hand sewing, lasting, job work, and molding) was
considered

8.2. Important Notations
Indices and parameters are presented below.
Figure 1: Representation of total costs involved in producing all
planned articles as per the traditional way.
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8.2.1. Indices

8.3. Model Formulation

i = index refers to the type of sole currently available in the
inventory stock

The objective of conducting this research was to maximize
the profit and minimize the cost. The objective function
(Zmax) can be seen in (1).

g = index refers to the design of upper design to attached
on the sole i
j = index refers to the leather items currently available in
the inventory stock
k = index refers to the shoe material items currently
available in the inventory stock
l = index refers to the size of the article of design g made
on the sole i.
8.2.2. Parameters
max = maximum quantity currently available in the
inventory stock
Q = quantity of specific items i.e. sole (number), leather
material (s.ft), shoe material (number)

Objective Function
i = 1,2, 3,…, I
P Q ∀
∑ ∑ ig ig {g = 1,2, 3,…G}

Subject to:
G

I

J

∑∑ ∑

Cigj Qigj ≤

i=1 g=1 j=1
G

I

K

i=1 g=1 k=1

JW = job work cost/pair

K

I

G

i=1 k=1

∑∑(

i=1 g=1

I

C u tig + S tig + H Sig + MCig + J Wig + L Sig) ≤

G

∑∑(
I

G

L

i=1 g=1 l=1

I

G

I

G

T PC
∑ ∑ ig

i=1 g=1

F Oig + S Aig + Z T a xi + L t e s ti) ≤ ∞

∑ ∑ ∑(

MC = molding cost/pair

C m a x ∀ j = 1,2, 3,…, J
∑ ∑ ij
ij

i=1 j=1
I

C = cost

HS = hand stitching cost/pair

J

I

C Q ≤
C m a xik ∀ k = 1,2, 3,…, K
∑ ∑ ∑ igk igk ∑ ∑ ik

i=1 g=1

St = stitching cost/pair

(1)

i=1 g=1

P = Profit

Cut = cutting cost/pair

G

I

Z ma x =

c u t d i e sigl + L a s tigl + Mo l digl) ≤ ∞ ∀ l = 1,2, 3,…, L

K

∑∑ ∑

i=1 g=1 k=1

Cigk Qigk B Pig ≤

I

G

∑∑

i=1 g=1

B Pig S MC

ig

T = estimated standard allowed minutes/pair (minutes)

LSig, FOig, SAig, Ltesti, cutdiesigl, Lastigl, Moldigl, BPig,

PC = production cost/minute

SMCig, Tig, Pig, Qig ≥ 0.

ZTax = zakat tax/pair

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

PC, BP, FO, ZTax, max are constants;
Cigj, Cigk, Cik, Cij, Qigj, Qigk, Cutig, Stig, HSig, MCig, JWig,

SA = selling and admin/pair

(3)

Non-Negativity Constraints:

LS = lasting cost/pair

FO = factory overheads/pair

(2)

Since there were six types of costs involved in the
footwear products as set by the case company. The costs
were leather material cost (see (2)), cost of shoe material
(see (3)), labor cost (see (4)), overheads (see (5)), tooling
cost (see (6)), and b-pair cost (see (7)). The right-hand
sides of two constraints ((5) and (6)) are undefined.

Ltest = Leather testing cost/pair
Cutdies = Cost of cutting dies/pair
Last = cost of lasts/pair
Mold = cost molds/pair
BP = B-pair percentage of the production
SMC = shoe material cost

8.4. Model Implementation
After the formulation of the model, the objective function
and constraints ((8) to (14)) were designed from the data
presented in table 1. Data processing, calculation, and
retrieval have been made easier by the applications
of Information technology (Kalwar & Khan, 2020b).
There is numerous software (i.e. LINGO, TORA, POM,
etc.) available in the market for the calculation of such
problems. This problem of linear programming was
solved in Microsoft excel by using the solver add-in as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Model solution by the use of LP simplex method in solver add-in of the Microsoft excel

Objective Function
Zmax = 784x1 + 798x2 + 634x3 + 447x4 + 206x5 + 213x6 + (8)
213x7 + 149x8 + 67x9 + 274x10 + 246x11 + 442x12
+ 486x13 + 490x14 + 362x15 + 398x16 + 421x17
+ 476x18 + 490x19 + 396x20 + 433x21 + 368x22
+ 413x23 + 392x24 + 183x25 + 175x26 + 230x27
+ 221x28 + 101x29 + 160x30 + 287x31 + 219x32
+ 194x33 + 269x34 + 253x35 + 179x36 + 279x37
+ 246x38

Subject to:
550x1 + 537x2 + 595x3 + 819x4 + 375x5 + 521x6 +
482x7 + 512x8 + 573x9 + 482x10 + 627x11 + 233x12 +
196x13 + 198x14 + 282x15 + 253x16 + 241x17 + 196x18
+ 181x19 + 468x20 + 491x21 + 137x22 + 117x23 +
134x24 + 320x25 + 375x26 + 343x27 + 365x28 + 471x29
+ 420x30 + 308x31 + 495x32 + 415x33 + 369x34 +
394x35 + 333x36 + 292x37 + 335x38 < 16020452

(9)

335x1 + 334x2 + 415x3 + 610x4 + 453x5 + 405x6 +
451x7 + 484x8 + 504x9 + 414x10 + 270x11 + 382x12 +
378x13 + 372x14 + 413x15 + 405x16 + 394x17 + 388x18
+ 389x19 + 291x20 + 276x21 + 528x22 + 489x23 +
507x24 + 561x25 + 515x26 + 492x27 + 485x28 + 491x29
+ 484x30 + 478x31 + 433x32 + 533x33 + 518x34 +
508x35 + 633x36 + 441x37 + 430x38 < 16341998

(10)

208x1 + 208x2 + 176x3 + 172x4 + 191x5 + 232x6 +
226x7 + 225x8 + 225x9 + 203x10 + 230x11 + 172x12 +
170x13 + 170x14 + 172x15 + 172x16 + 172x17 + 170x18
+ 170x19 + 220x20 + 176x21 + 195x22 + 176x23 +
195x24 + 160x25 + 160x26 + 160x27 + 154x28 + 160x29
+ 160x30 + 154x31 + 225x32 + 230x33 + 217x34 +
218x35 + 226x36 + 214x37 + 214x38 < 7720631

(11)

250x1 + 250x2 + 250x3 + 250x4 + 250x5 + 250x6 +
250x7 + 250x8 + 250x9 + 250x10 + 250x11 + 250x12 +
250x13 + 250x14 + 250x15 + 250x16 + 250x17 + 250x18
+ 250x19 + 250x20 + 250x21 + 250x22 + 250x23 +
250x24 + 250x25 + 250x26 + 250x27 + 250x28 + 250x29
+ 250x30 + 250x31 + 250x32 + 250x33 + 250x34 +
250x35 + 250x36 + 250x37 + 250x38 < 10545000

(12)

(13)
20x1 + 20x2 + 22x3 + 28x4 + 25x5 + 28x6 + 28x7 +
29x8 + 31x9 + 27x10 + 28x11 + 21x12 + 20x13 + 20x14
+ 22x15 + 22x16 + 21x17 + 20x18 + 20x19 + 25x20 +
24x21 + 22x22 + 21x23 + 22x24 + 26x25 + 26x26 + 25x27
+ 25x28 + 27x29 + 26x30 + 24x31 + 28x32 + 29x33 +
27x34 + 27x35 + 29x36 + 24x37 + 25x38 < 1034708
136x1 + 136x2 + 0x3 + 0x4 + 0x5 + 0x6 + 0x7 + 0x8 +
0x9 + 0x10 + 0x11 + 0x12 + 0x13 + 0x14 + 0x15 + 0x16
+ 0x17 + 0x18 + 0x19 + 0x20 + 0x21 + 0x22 + 35x23 +
0x24 + 0x25 + 0x26 + 0x27 + 0x28 + 0x29 + 0x30 + 0x31
+ 0x32 + 0x33 + 0x34 + 0x35 + 0x36 + 0x37 + 0x38 <
339660

(14)

Non-negativity constraints:
x1 > 0, x2 > 0, x3 > 0, x4 > 0, x5 > 0, x6 > 0, x7 > 0, x8 > 0,
x9 > 0, x10 > 0, x11 > 0, x12 > 0, x13 > 0, x14 > 0, x15 >
0, x16 > 0, x17 > 0, x18 > 0, x19 > 0, x20 > 0, x21 > 0, x22
> 0, x23 > 0, x24 > 0, x25 > 0, x26 > 0, x27 > 0, x28 > 0,
x29 > 0, x30 > 0, x31 > 0, x32 > 0, x33 > 0, x34 > 0, x35
> 0, x36 > 0, x37 > 0, x38 > 0.
8.4.1. Optimal Solution
Zmax = Rs.23, 927,384
When, x1 = 0, x2 = 2507, x3 = 17206, x4 = 0, x5 = 0, x6 =
0, x7 = 0, x8 = 0, x9 = 0, x10 = 0, x11 = 0, x12 = 0, x13 =
0, x14 = 2,2459, x15 = 0, x16 = 0, x17 = 0, x18 = 0, x19 =
9, x20 = 0, x21 = 0, x22 = 0, x23 = 0, x24 = 0, x25 = 0, x26
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= 0, x27 = 0, x28 = 0, x29 = 0, x30 = 0, x31 = 0, x32 = 0,
x33 = 0, x34 = 0, x35 = 0, x36 = 0, x37 = 0, x38 = 0 pairs.
After solving the maximization problem, the profit was
calculated to be Rs.23,927,384.33 if the calculated pairs
of articles i.e. x2 = 2507, x3 = 17206, x14 = 2,2459,
x19 = 9 will be produced.

9. Comparison of Results of Traditional
Method and Model Output
The comparison of cost and profit as calculated by the
traditional method and model was conducted. It was
indicated by the comparison that with 11% (4099 pairs)
greater production, 92% (Rs.11492112) more profit can be
earned if the selection of articles and so their production
quantity would be conducted by the model as can be seen
in Table 3 and Figure 3.
Furthermore, it was also indicated by the output of the
model that total leather cost, total material cost, total labor
cost, total overheads, total b-pair cost, and total tooling
cost would increase by 0%(Rs.0), 13%(Rs.2403825),
4%(Rs.357626), 0%(Rs.0), 0%(Rs.1) and 0%(Rs.0). At
the same time, the total cost of produced pairs would
increase by 11% (see Table 3 and Figure 3). The total cost
of production would increase by only 5% (Rs. 2761450).

10. Discussion
The positive or negative outcome that a firm experience
depends mostly on the ability to make the appropriate
decision (Workie et al., 2016). Operation research is a
phenomenon in which numerous techniques are available
which are used for increasing the quality of decisions. It

supports the decision-making process analytically by
queuing theory, linear programming, and many other
techniques. The present research is based on the use of
linear programming techniques i.e. simplex method which
was used for the maximization of profit in the leather
footwear industry. There were 38 articles, from which it
was to be decided that which article should be produced
in how quantity so that profit could be maximized. Akpan,
and Iwok (2018), conducted their research at the bakery
by using the simplex method and the result showed that
962 units of a small loaf, 38 systems of the big loaf,
as well as 0 units of the giant loaf, must be produced
specifically to make a profit of N20385 (Workie et al.,
2016). Workie, Alemu, and Asmelash (2016) carried out a
study in the textile industry by using the simplex method
and they concluded that the computational study of the
techniques makes them offer a faster choice on the type
and quantity of textile dyed materials to be generated
that return much more income than methods acquired
from trial and error methods to be enhanced by 72.63%
and also 65.91% (Aregawi, 2018). Gameiro, Rocco,
and Filho (2016) conducted their study by formulating
the linear programming model for a dairy farm of Brazil;
the outcomes showed that optimization models are
appropriate techniques to assist in the planning as well as
management of farming manufacturing, as well as to aid
in estimating possible gains from the use of incorporated
systems. Still, the percent of land use might boost up to
30.7% when the most affordable and also the highest
diversification scenarios were contrasted (Woubante,
2017). The queue is prevalent in day to day life (Kalwar
et al., 2018; Kalwar, Mari, et al., 2020; Kalwar, Marri, Khan,
et al., 2021; Kalwar, Memon, et al., 2021; Khan, Khaskheli,
et al., 2021b, 2021a; Khaskheli et al., 2020). Solaja et al.,
(2019) conducted their research in feed production mills;
he suggested that choice makers ought to not base their
decision on experience and intuition, yet on the analytical

Table 3: Comparison of cost and profit calculated as per traditional method and by suggested model.
Total
Produced Total Leather Total Material Total Labour Overheads Total B pair Total Tooling Total Cost
Pairs
Cost (Rs)
Cost (Rs)
Cost (Rs)
(Rs)
cost (Rs)
cost (Rs)
(Rs)
Total Profit
Model Output
Traditional Method
Output
Difference
Difference (%)

42180

16020452

16341999

7720632

10545000

1034709

339660

52002452

23926524

38081

16020452

18745824

8078258

10545000

1034708

339660

54763902

12434412

-4099
-11%

0
0%

2403825
13%

357626
4%

0
0%

-1
0%

0
0%

2761450
5%

-11492112
-92%

Figure 3: Comparison of traditional calculation and model calculations.
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and also technical approach. Furthermore, managers
must find out to apply linear programming techniques in
production planning (Solaja et al., 2019). Anggoro et al.,
(2019) carried out his research at Bintang Bakery for the
profit optimization; results indicated that the optimal profit
level of Rp 19.750.000 would be achieved by creating
3740 flavored pieces of bread, 1300 packaged bread
rolls and also 520 loaves of bread packaging Star Bakery
industry experienced a profit rise of Rp 250.000 by utilizing
the simplex method (Anggoro et al., 2019). Tesfaye et al.,
(2016) conducted a research in the textile sector in order
to optimize the utilization of resources and profitability;
the outcomes of the study illustrated that every one of
the business resources were badly underutilized. This
research showed that the resource usage of the case firm
can be enhanced from 46.41% of the current resource
usage to 98.57%. This shows that the new solution
providers substantially optimize the resource utilization of
enterprise. At the same time, with the brand-new remedy,
the total profits each month of the case business can
be raised from 365,699 birr per month to 897,844 birr
per month (i.e., with an increment of 145.5%). Lastly,
it is wrapped up that this exceptional profit increment
of the business can absolutely improve its worldwide
competitiveness (Tesfaye et al., 2016). Jain et al., (2019)
optimized (made best use of) the net return of Central
bank of India in the area of rate of interest from loans:
he concluded that the maximum net return of the Bank is
Rs.16.155 Crore by allocating the amount of Rs.7.5 Crore
to Home loan, Rs.7.5 Crore to Agricultural loan, Rs.7.5
Crore to Car loan, Rs.67.5 Crore to Personal Loan,
Rs.60 Crore to Education loan and none of the amount
is for Commercial loan (Secured and Unsecured) and
the maximum profit of investor is Rs.13,420 by investing
the amount of Rs.40,000 to Saving account, Rs.1,20,000
to fixed deposit, Rs.40,000 to SCSS and none of the
amount is for PPF (Gameiro et al., 2016). Addy (2014)
improved production scheduling of the company by using
simplex method; Interpretations of results obtained from
the evaluation developed basis for recommendations to
improve supervisory decisions. This was plainly shown
from the outcomes of the linear programming model
application for the study, which indicates that the 65 tons
target from production of the six house wiring cables
can be viable within prevailing constraints (Addy, 2014).

In the present research, result indicated that the profit
would be Rs.23,927,384.33 if the calculated pairs of
articles i.e. x2 = 2507, x3 = 17206, x14 = 2,2459, x19 = 9
would be produced and the profit would be maximized to
92%(Rs.11492112) and at the same time, total cost was
increased by 5% (Rs. 2761450).

11. Conclusion
In developing countries like Pakistan, quantity (with
desired quality) is the main element of decision-making
when there is the question of profit. Similarly, in the
case company, the philosophy of managers was to
produce more to earn more. This paper contributes to the
modification of that philosophy by including the element
of intelligence in the decisions at the managerial level in a
way that it could be easily decided which article should be
produced in how much quantity so that the profit can be
maximized. As in the present research paper, the model
was developed by which the profit was maximized by
92%. Since it was a mathematical approach and can be
justified concretely.

12. Future Implications
Many industries are known for the production of fastmoving consumer goods and there is the main problem
of the marketing mix and profit maximization and cost
minimization. This model can be modified and used in
that scenario.
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